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HIGH RESOLUTION VISION-BASED SERVOMECHANISM USING A DYNAMIC 

TARGET WITH APPLICATION TO CNC MACHINES 

by 

Carlos A. Montes-Solano 

 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

 

This dissertation introduces a novel three dimensional vision-based 

servomechanism with application to real time position control for manufacturing 

equipment, such as Computer Numerical Control (CNC) machine tools. The proposed 

system directly observes the multi-dimensional position of a point on the moving tool 

relative to a fixed ground, thus bypassing the inaccurate kinematic model normally used 

to convert axis sensor-readings into an estimate of the tool position.  

A charge-coupled device (CCD camera) is used as the position transducer, which 

directly measures the current position error of the tool referenced to an absolute 

coordinate system. Due to the direct-sensing nature of the transducer no geometric error 

compensation is required. Two new signal processing algorithms, based on a recursive 

Newton-Raphson optimization routine, are developed to process the input data collected 

through digital imaging. The algorithms allow simultaneous high-precision position and 

orientation estimation from single readings. The desired displacement command of the 

tool in a planar environment is emulated, in one end of the kinematic chain, by an active 

element or active target pattern on a liquid-crystal display (LCD). On the other end of the 

kinematic chain the digital camera observes the active target and provides visual 
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feedback information utilized for position control of the tool. Implementation is carried 

out on an XYθZ stage, which is position with high resolution. 

The introduction of the camera into the control loop yields a visual servo 

architecture; the dynamic problems and stability assessment of which are analyzed in 

depth for the case study of the single CAM- single image processing thread-

configuration. Finally, two new command generation protocols are explained for full 

implementation of the proposed structure in real-time control applications. Command 

issuing resolutions do not depend upon the size of the smallest element of the grid/display 

being imaged, but can instead be determined in accordance with the sensor’s resolution.    
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

In the manufacturing industry vast resources, both economic and human, are 

invested in the creation of new technologies to increase production rates while 

maintaining or increasing quality levels. The present research introduces a new 

automation method for manufacturing equipment, more precisely for machine tools. 

Although the main focus will reside in the mathematical derivation and implementation 

of a new accurate position control method, it is important to initiate the analysis by 

studying the fundamentals behind the construction and operation of common machine 

tools. In addition, a short historical background of the evolution of machine tools and 

their economical impact in the last two centuries is considered, in order to fully 

understand the overall relevance of new technologies in manufacturing. 

The review presented next, briefly covering the historical and economical 

background of machine tools and some machine tool fundamentals, should serve not only 

as an introduction but also to denote the motivation for the development of the current 

research. It is important to bear in mind that the latest advances in machine tool 

metrology and position control systems are not the center point of this chapter, as they are 

for Chapter Three (Background Material), where the state of the art in the field under 

analysis is described.    
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Historical Background and the Introduction of Numerical Control 

In the journal “Technological change in the machine tool industry, 1840-1910”, 

by Nathan Rosenberg [1], the author states that between the second half of the 19
th

 

century and the beginning of the 20
th

 century more and more importance was given to 

manufactured products, whereas other areas that had presented clear advances in previous 

years, like construction, started to be pushed into the background. Products were no 

longer generated based only on market needs but, in addition, were also required to meet 

a set of specifications. The fact that tolerance levels were being pushed up meant that 

more technological development was required. Moreover, companies in general became 

more specialized, which motivated manufacturing industries to improve their techniques. 

From an economic perspective, the rapid evolution of the manufacturing industry during 

the period mentioned above, according to Rosenberg, can be summarized in the flowchart 

shown in Figure 1.1. The economic chain effect resulting from the emergence of better 

manufacturing processes and technologies consequently increased technological 

innovation rates. Furthermore, the capital saved by reducing production costs actually 

represented savings for the whole economy.  

Although the entire analysis is conducted for a period between the 19
th

 and 20
th

 

centuries, a key conclusion can be extracted from Rosenberg’s article; one that certainly 

serves as a motivation for a more engineering oriented project in the field of machine tool 

development. Rosenberg’s article concludes that a big part of the economic growth of a 

specific region lies in the ability of the manufacturing sector to produce higher quality 

machine technology, and to constantly adapt according to new technological challenges. 
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Figure 1.1: Economic flowchart in manufacturing industry (1840-1910). 

In more recent years, the construction of more sophisticated mechanical and 

electromechanical equipment such as aircrafts, arms and transportation vehicles, took 

tolerance levels of machined parts to new levels. In many cases, and even more so today, 

more than 60% of the metal had to be removed through a machine tool to generate a 

small part for an airplane. The accuracy of these pieces had to be extremely high as 

human lives depended on them. Numerical control (NC) was born in the late 1940s and 

early 1950s as a result of these new technological requirements. Further research during 

the 1950s brought the introduction of new position control techniques to increase 

production rates through automation. The development of classical control algorithms 

along with the rapid growth of the computer industry during the following three decades 

gave birth to the so called computer numerical control (CNC) machine, which presented 

clear accuracy and efficiency advantages with respect to its predecessors. 

All relevant parameters in a NC machine, such as position and motion commands, 

direction of motion and spindle speed are given through a sequence of numbers. The 

process of generating a part initiates by defining its geometrical properties. This step 
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usually includes a CAD model with specific units and dimensions. The data is fed into a 

processing unit (Figure 1.2 (a)), which computes the required coordinates and other 

commands for each individual axis. If the machine tool axes are built so as to be aligned 

with a Cartesian X-Y-Z axis, then the motion coordinates initially computed by the 

processing unit can be sent directly to the control system after interpolation, and only 

accuracy errors affecting the machine tool (geometric errors, thermal errors, tool wear, 

control system errors, etc.) would have to be compensated. However, aside from three 

translational axes, common five-axis machines present two rotational axes. Hence, 

displacement commands cannot be fed directly into the control system. Moreover, a 

kinematic model of the machine is required to map these displacement commands into 

real machine motions. The process of going from normal Cartesian coordinates to 

machine tool coordinates for each individual axis is defined as the inverse kinematic 

calculation. The reverse from that, going from axis coordinates to Cartesian coordinates, 

is called the forward kinematic calculation [2, 3]. 
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(a)  

(b)  
 

Figure 1.2: (a) Main electronic components of NC machine, (b) servo system under PID control. 

In summary, compensation of the errors affecting machine tool accuracy as well 

as coordinate transformations of motion commands are performed through a complex 

kinematic model. Furthermore, from Figure 1.2 (a) it is clear that error compensation is 

carried out outside the control loop. If no on-line parameter estimation is performed, 

these models are only valid for a specific number of machine operations after which, 

costly maintenance or calibration procedures are required. Figure 1.2 (b) shows a typical 

single-axis servo mechanism operating under proportional-integral-derivative (PID) 

control. It can be seen that the position and velocity reference signals, 
refX and refX , are 

determined by the processing unit of Figure 1.2 (a). 
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Machine Tools 

A special characteristic that distinguishes machine tools from other types of 

machinery is the design criterion considered during fabrication. While the design of 

airplanes, ships and most construction vehicles is based on a strength criterion, machine 

tools are largely overdimensioned with respect to this measure. High accuracy 

requirements, sometimes on the order of micrometers or even smaller, make stiffness and 

rigidity the primary concern for engineers when designing a machine tool. 

The components found in a machine tool can be classified into two main 

categories: structural and electrical components. Structural components can be further 

divided into two groups: stationary parts such as beds, columns and pedestals, and 

moving parts such as tables, carriages, slides and saddles (Figure 1.3). The second group 

performs coordinate motions and allows relative motion between the spindle and the 

workpiece. The interaction between stationary and moving parts as well as each 

individual part by itself must ensure high accuracy during motion (dynamics) and high 

stiffness (stationary) when the structure undergoes machining forces (cutting forces). 
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Figure 1.3: CAD model of a simplified three-axis CNC machine tool.  

The second category, electric components, can also be further divided into two 

groups: drives and controls. The drives, which are basically motors and transmissions, are 

in charge of providing the torque required for the rotation of the spindle and, in 

automated machines, the forces used to produce the actual motion of the axes. The 

second group within the electric-component category is controls. Control systems act like 

automatic switches that either provide or cut the electric power fed to the drives to 

generate the motions in the desired directions and speeds. 

Accuracy 

After both structural and operational fundamentals of NC machines have been 

laid out, the final step of this introductory analysis concerns machine tool accuracy. In 

order to fully define machine tool accuracy this concept should be studied in conjunction 
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with another main concept in the field of precision engineering: workpiece accuracy [2]. 

Workpiece accuracy is mainly determined by dimensional errors of the workpiece itself, 

whereas machine tool accuracy is characterized by errors of motion and is highly affected 

by how the tool is manufactured. The diagram in Figure 1.4 shows the different factors 

affecting accuracy. It should be observed that machine tool accuracy, expressed as 

“Geometric Accuracy of the Machine Tool”, is only one of the inputs that affect 

workpiece accuracy. A short outline highlighting the most important details of some of 

the factors in the diagram is presented next [4].  

 

 

Figure 1.4: Machine tool- and workpiece-accuracy diagram. 

External Loads-Related Errors (Weight Deformations, Cutting Forces) 

This first category includes error sources that influence both workpiece accuracy 

and geometric accuracy. Weight deformations constitute structural changes in the form of 

the machine, due to gravitational forces of some parts of the machine (tables, columns, 
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etc) acting on other parts over the machine life. This issue is usually addressed during the 

design process of the tool when the stiffness requirements are considered.  

On the other hand, cutting forces affecting workpiece accuracy are typically 

determined experimentally based on measurements from several machines with similar 

characteristics. High speed cutting processes have come to mitigate, to a certain extent, 

errors caused by cutting forces.  

Geometric Accuracy 

Geometric accuracy of the tool is measured based on the errors of motion 

resulting from geometric imperfections of the individual parts of the machine (beds, 

columns, tables, carriages, slides, guideways and saddles). Some of the most important 

measurements used to describe geometric accuracy are: displacement errors along the 

axis, mutual squareness between guideways (axes), straightness of motion, and angular 

errors of motion. As an example consider a three-axis Cartesian machine, with a 

reference coordinate system LX-LY-LZ which passes through the center of the working 

space. Deviations in the Y direction when the machine is moving in the X direction along 

LX are denoted by ( )y x , where the subscript indicates the direction in which the 

deviation occurs and the variable inside the parenthesis indicates the direction of motion. 

( )y x  represents an error of straightness of motion X in direction Y. Figure 1.5 (a) shows 

how the straightness error (es) of motion X in Y or Z directions is measured.  Similarly, 

deviations in direction X during motion in X are denoted by ( )x x  and are simply called 

positioning errors.  
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(a) (b) 

Figure 1.5: (a) Straightness error of motion X and (b) translative error difference due to angular error 

motion. 

Aside from the three translative errors mentioned above affecting each individual 

axis, angular error motions also influence machine tool accuracy. These angular errors, 

known as roll, yaw and pitch are denoted by ( ), ( )x yx x   and ( )z x  respectively, where 

again the subscript indicates the axis around which the rotation occurs and the variable 

inside the parenthesis indicates the direction of motion. As an example, consider again a 

reference coordinate system LX-LY-LZ shown in Figure 1.5 (b), and a point P that moves 

along a secondary axis ˆ
xL  that is not parallel to LX. Then the positioning error ( )x x  

maps to ˆ( )x Lx
x  at point P along     through 

 ˆ
ˆ( ) ( )x xLx

x x X  
 

(1.1) 

If the offset distance between LX and     at P is found to be OZ and  sin ( )y x  is 

approximated by ( )y x , assuming a small angular error, then 
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 ˆ( ) ( ) ( )x x Z yLx
x x O x   

 
(1.2) 

It should be noted that if the measuring point changes, all calibration performed 

for the previous point must be readjusted based on the new offset distance. This is of 

course a tedious process. Geometric errors are usually compensated through calibration.  

Thermal Expansion Errors 

Temperature variations in the working environment, mainly originated from 

internal heat sources such as friction in the spindle bearing, the cutting process and 

electric components, impact both the geometric accuracy of the tool as well as the 

workpiece. A noticeable problem arises from different expansion coefficients associated 

to different metals. These errors are compensated by controlling the temperature of the 

working environment, using materials with low expansion coefficients and through the 

use of high pressure coolant pumps during the milling process.  

Control System Errors/Instrumentation Errors 

Most position sensors used in the control system of a given axis rely on 

interpolation algorithms to achieve high resolution levels. Furthermore quadrature 

signals, commonly used by linear glass scales and rotary encoders, are in many cases 

assumed to be perfect 90-degrees-out-of-phase sinusoids. The position of a slide, the 

spindle itself or the angle of a leadscrew are obtained by measuring the amplitude of the 

two sinusoids simultaneously. The result is a two dimensional vector which is 

interpolated along a perfect Lissajou curve to estimate the final value.   
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Errors Caused by Dynamic Forces (Structural Vibrations and Friction) 

The actual contact between the cutting tool and the workpiece causes vibrations 

during the cutting process, which affect surface finish. A clear solution for reducing 

structural vibrations arises by increasing machine stiffness. This, however, increases 

manufacturing costs and reduces the ability of the control system and the drives to 

perform high speed motions. Dynamic forces are also responsible for frictional forces 

acting against machine motions. Although frictional forces help attenuate structural 

vibrations, they also cause machine wear and surface deformations which affect machine 

tool accuracy. 

Outline 

In most manufacturing machines, the position of the tool is determined through 

sensors that do not measure the tool position directly, but compute the position in an 

indirect matter.  The rotating angle of a leadscrew or the actual displacement of the 

sensor along a linear scale are common measurements used by the controller, together 

with a kinematic model of the machine, to estimate position. This approach is subject to 

instrumentation errors; in addition the kinematic model does not exactly describe the 

actual machine due to imperfect straightness of the axis guideways, non-squareness of 

their motion directions, and thermal variations with time resulting in positioning errors. 

In this work, a new vision-based position control method for machine tools is 

investigated, with the intent of addressing geometric errors, thermal expansion errors and 

tool wear errors. The proposed system accomplishes this by direct observation of the 

multi-dimensional position of a point on the moving tool relative to a fixed ground, thus 
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bypassing the inaccurate kinematic model normally used to convert axis sensor-readings 

into an estimate of the tool position. The procedure is tested on an XYθZ stage, which is 

positioned with high resolution using direct position sensing.  

The core of this dissertation is presented in Chapter Four through Chapter Six. In 

Chapter Four a mathematical model of the direct-sensing position transducer, part of 

novel control system, is introduced. The problem is first approached by determining the 

physical relationship between the system parameters and the theoretically achievable 

resolution. Then, two new high resolution signal processing algorithms are presented, 

which are used to process the input data collected through digital imaging. Chapter Five 

is dedicated to understanding the overall control system, and assessing stability. Finally in 

Chapter Six, two new command issuing protocols are explained, which allow practical 

implementation of the methods in Chapter Four in real-time position control applications. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

RESEARCH OBJECTIVE AND CONTRIBUTION 

The objective of this project is the development of a signal processing algorithm 

suitable to retrieve high-precision position and orientation information in a new three-

degrees-of-freedom (3-DOF) vision-based position control system for machine tools. The 

desired displacement command of the tool in a planar environment is emulated, in one 

end of the kinematic chain, by an active element or active target pattern on a liquid-

crystal display (LCD). On the other end of the end of the kinematic chain, a charge-

coupled device (CCD camera) is located so that the camera plane is parallel to the LCD. 

The CCD sensor observes the active target, which is dynamically modulated by the user 

(Figure 2.1 (a)). If the principal point PP (i.e. point where the optical axis intersects with 

the image plane) on the CCD (Figure 2.1 (b)) is regarded as the reference, then a position 

error vector of the target can be defined at any time t as e(t)=(x(t),y(t),θ(t))Target, where θ 

is the orientation of the target with respect to the Z-axis. For this work, only planar 

positioning and in-plane orientation are considered. Motions in the Z direction must be 

monitored by another position feedback system. In the case of the tool in Figure 2.1 (a) 

the sensor is attached to the bottom of the column that holds the spindle and moves freely 

in the XY-plane based upon control action. Conventional systems sense displacements of 

individual axes and estimate the relative positions of tool and workpiece from the 

kinematic model.  The new sensor directly observes from one end of the kinematic chain 

(the tool) to the other (the workpiece), and therefore doesn’t require a kinematic model. 

The current position error of the tool is calculated referenced to the camera coordinate 
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system; the control system then acts as a planar tracking device, which moves the 

reference coordinate system (camera and therefore also the spindle) to bring the position 

error to zero. Due to the direct-sensing nature of the position transducer no geometric 

error compensation is required. A command generation protocol exists between the 

processing unit and the control system, where the processing unit reads the desired 

motion trajectory from memory and calculates the required coordinates, target shape and 

pixel intensities, and finally displays the motion command as a sequence of images on the 

LCD panel. The action of arbitrarily locating the dynamic target at some point on the 

LCD and consequently determining its position and orientation in the motion plane 

through the imaging sensor will be denoted as modulated target positioning, or MTP. The 

engineering challenge that such an active imaging system presents is to establish an 

appropriate signal processing algorithm for the purpose of simultaneous-axis positioning 

capable of achieving the desired resolution levels. Moreover, implementation of MTP 

also implies the need of an in depth study of the visual servo system from a control 

perspective, where relevant issues such as stability and performance optimization are 

analyzed.  
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(a)     (b) 

Figure 2.1: (a) Three-axis Cartesian machine tool with active target and 2D vision-based position control 

system, and (b) position error represented on pinhole camera model. 

The control system found in most NC machines comprises mainly four 

components: displacement sensors, drives, a controller and a leadscrew-slide mechanism 

to generate the actual motion. Rotary or linear encoders, glass-scales and interferometers 

are common sensors used in these applications. Figure 2.2 (a) shows a typical 2 

dimensional command generation diagram found in NC machine tools and a simplified 

version of the control loop. As seen the desired trajectory, (x,y)des, is computed outside 

the control loop and so is any error compensation used to correct errors inherent in the 

machine kinematic model and enhance the positioning accuracy. Hence, the controller 

cannot correct for external error sources such as geometric errors, thermal deviations, 

deflections under moving weights, etc., and is sensitive to changes in the value of the 
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desired command, des(x,y) , only. On the other hand, Figure 2.2 (b) shows the control loop 

configuration resulting by introducing the pixel display and the digital camera into the 

system. It should be noticed that the position of the tool is not measured indirectly 

through rotary or linear encoders, but it is measured directly with respect to the position 

of the target displayed on the LCD. The correcting action previously performed by the 

processing unit is no longer conducted outside the control loop. Instead, motion 

instructions are given by moving or modulating the dynamic target on the LCD, and 

thereby creating a position error between the target and a reference point in the camera 

plane. This implies that commands are processed as normal control errors inside the 

control loop, and any geometric or thermal errors of the machine will manifest 

themselves as a motion of the target image relative to the camera reference point, thus 

allowing the controller to compensate these errors and reject disturbances. The transfer 

function Hm(s) is used to translate the desired motion path from Cartesian coordinates to 

the corresponding target shape and pixel intensities. This setup presents clear cost 

advantages due to a reduction in the number of sensors per axis. However, from a control 

system perspective the diagram in Figure 2.2 (b) possesses a drawback with respect to the 

ordinary configuration, namely a control loop time delay due to slow hardware frame rate 

and long image processing times. This issue is addressed in Chapter Five.  
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 2.2: (a) Typical command generation diagram with simplified 2D control system, and (b) new 

command generation diagram through MTP.   

The scheme resulting from the introduction of the digital camera and the display 

could be compared with the well-known visual servoing control scheme. Visual servoing 

has been widely used in the field of robotics for motion control. Feedback information 

regarding the position and orientation of the tool with respect to a reference frame (e.g. 

sensor frame), also known as pose, is estimated through a camera. Comparison between 

subsequent images allows the computation of coordinate transformation matrices, which 

represent translations and rotations of the robot within the working space. One of the key 

differences between visual servoing and MTP is the use of dynamically modulated target 

objects instead of common real-world fixed-shape objects. A dynamic object can be 
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generated on a LCD display and provides the user with a higher number of parameters to 

generate motion commands.  

The question concerning the representation of motion commands by means of a 

dynamic target on a pixel display with specific application to machine tools has not been 

answered in the past. The new camera-display configuration, as it is contemplated here, 

utilizes different target formation methodologies and provides a new protocol 

theoretically independent of kinematic models.  The isolated concept of two dimensional 

absolute positioning through an optical transducer and an illuminated grid, however, has 

indeed been analyzed by researchers. US-patent 6,765,195 [5] proposes a two 

dimensional absolute optical encoding method, where a known dotted pattern on a glass 

(or just transparent) surface is attached to the workpiece. A light source illuminates the 

known pattern, which is imaged by a stationary camera. A similar approach is presented 

in US-patent 6,937,349 [6] where a two dimensional scale is also illuminated by a light 

source. The light is then reflected onto the optical sensor according to the pattern on the 

scale. Aside from hardware setup, the biggest difference between these two patents 

appears to be the layout of the target that is utilized for position estimation: the first 

patent uses a dotted grid-like scale whereas the second patent uses a repeated quasi-

random pattern. Of course, this also implies that two different image processing 

algorithms are proposed in these patents, in order to achieve the claimed resolution. None 

of these methods suggest the use of in-plane absolute positioning for real-time motion 

control or contemplates the use of dynamic modulation of pixel intensities in the target 

image. 
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Perhaps the most relevant approach to be considered, which exhibits clear 

conceptual similarities when compared with the proposed vision-based positioning 

system, is the one described in [7]. There, the two dimensional location of a 

mathematically calculated 3-tone target on a pixel grid is determined based on data 

acquired from a digital camera. In this case, target pixels have a 1:1 relationship with 

respect to sensor pixels, which somewhat reduces the problem to an alignment issue. The 

main idea is to rapidly and accurately determine the position of a known target on a larger 

image. This is achieved by mathematically generating a 3-tone deterministic pattern, 

considering only three grayscale intensities: white, gray and black. The two step process 

consists of a coarse target location, where the target coordinates in the plane are 

estimated with low accuracy, and a fine identification approach, which uses linear 

regression and the a priori knowledge of the intensity pattern to calculate the alignment 

deviation between the target pixels and the sensor pixels with high accuracy. Again, this 

method is not intended for position control applications, and much less for command 

issuing as the target under analysis is not only static, but its shape and pixel intensities do 

not change with time. Hence, it can be concluded that the target is not dynamic. The 

combination of three dimensional (3D) direct position sensing, dynamically modulated 

targets for the construction of visual displacement commands and an adequate control 

strategy, as proposed by MTP, is a unique and innovative approach that has the potential 

of reducing some of the common accuracy errors found in NC machines. 

The contribution to the scientific and engineering communities arising from the 

current research project resides in the study and complete development of a new vision-
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based position control servomechanism to be used in complex electromechanical systems 

such as high-precision NC machines. Specific contributions include two new image 

processing algorithms for real-time identification of a known pattern on an active display, 

two new command issuing protocols for in-plane absolute positioning and an in-depth 

analysis of the integrated system dynamics. Major problems such as unwanted 

perturbations in the sensor measurements due to noise, as well as destabilizing factors in 

the integrated control system are addressed. An appropriate strategy for implementation 

is presented. Full implementation of MTP is carried out on an XYθZ stage, which is 

positioned with high resolution. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

BACKGROUND MATERIAL 

This chapter provides an insight into some of the latest advances in machine tool 

metrology, image processing algorithms and visual servo control that are considered of 

interest for the project under development. Special attention is given to vision-based 

techniques for 2D and 3D displacement estimation and their application to position 

control. Each section in this chapter is self-explanatory and the topics do not follow a 

specific order. The review provided here should serve as an informative basis for the 

remaining chapters of this dissertation. 

Error Compensation in Machine Tools 

Different error sources (geometric errors, tool wear, thermally induced errors, 

etc.) affecting machine tool accuracy were discussed in Chapter One. The interaction 

between these errors and the machine tool components map onto undesired inaccurate 

behaviors in the machine’s output motion [8]. This phenomenon, called error mapping, 

has lead scientists to develop error compensation techniques to achieve high accuracy 

standards.   

Not only in machine tools, but also in robotics and many other mechatronic 

systems which operate under closed loop position control, position information is 

provided by one or several sensors. Errors associated with sensors are classified under 

instrumentation errors. Common position transducers such as rotary encoders or 

interferometers capture and process quadrature signals, which are used to compute 
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position. More precisely, two sinusoidal signals with a 90˚ phase shift with respect to 

each other and with a period T   are generated. The way in which these signals are 

created and how they are read depend on the type of sensor. In the case of linear glass 

scales, a regular grid or grating is printed in a glass surface along the axis. A moving 

sensor produces a laser beam, which is projected onto the glass and the reflected light 

pattern is used to produce the sinusoids.  In the case of optical rotary encoders, the pattern 

is printed on a disc (in a similar way as for the glass scale) that is attached to a rotating 

shaft, whose angle is to be measured. If, for example, the rotary encoder has K pitches in 

one rotation, a simultaneous reading of the sinusoids at any given location allows the 

sensor to determine the position of the shaft with an accuracy of 360/KN˚, where N is the 

number of quantized sectors one rotation is divided into. Among errors sources in these 

sensors is the fact that the sinusoids are not exactly 90˚ out of phase; in addition, the two 

signals might not have the exact same amplitudes. Different methods have been presented 

to address these issues [9, 10]. Newer approaches aimed at improving accuracy in 

quadrature signal-readings, such as those described in [11] and [12], generate higher 

order sinusoids from the two measured signals. These higher order sinusoids are analyzed 

as binary pulses for easier and more accurate position estimation. 

In order to increase the accuracy of machine tools, hardware improvement and 

software error compensation methods are desired. A variety of error compensation 

solutions, such as Homogeneous Transformation Matrices (HTM), rigid body kinematics, 

artificial intelligence- thermal modeling-control and software compensation techniques 

have been developed to address these issues [13-16]. A common pattern of most error 
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compensation algorithms is the tedious task of creating geometric and thermal models 

and performing measurements required to parameterize these models [17-19]. As more 

and more sensors are added to the machine, calibration and tuning become more 

complicated tasks [20]. The selection of calibration instruments, sensor placement, and 

the complexity of thermal deformations represent major challenges in improving the 

accuracy of the system [21].  

In [22] two models, one for geometric error compensation and another one for 

cutting force induced error compensation, are approximated through a back-propagation 

neural network. The models are later combined into a single one to simultaneously 

compensate for geometric and cutting force induced errors in a 3-axis CNC milling 

machine. Experimental tests for linear displacements of the tool revealed a decrease in 

the average error from 100’s of micrometers to approximately 40 µm or less.  In slot 

cutting, the cutting force error was reduced from a range of approximately 347-237 µm to 

a range of 24-7 µm. Other studies have also used neural networks to address and 

compensate errors in machine tools [23-25]. Although these errors are indeed reduced, it 

takes several days to collect the data just to initiate the training process of the neural 

network [26]. 

In the field of machine tool calibration specific sensors, such as Heidenhain’s grid 

encoder plate -KGM 181, KGM 182- [27], have been developed. Accuracy and 

repeatability of the machine, operated with common sensors, is tested and compared 

against data collected through such external sensors. The grid encoder provides accurate 

direct sensing capabilities that can be used to compare current position data acquired 
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through the built-in machine sensors with data obtained through this external transducer. 

Deviations between the data sets are used to calibrate the machine. The direct sensing 

nature of Heidenhain’s transducer, which exhibits similarities with respect to the 

proposed LCD-camera setup of this project, is less vulnerable to geometric errors and 

thermally induced errors of the machine. Typical tests that can be conducted with the grid 

encoder are: circular interpolation, free-form and step response tests. 

High Resolution Image Processing 

In order to accomplish high resolution feature extraction from digital images three 

key aspects in the image acquisition process must be considered: resolution, contrast and 

distortion. Resolution is the ability to resolve a feature in the object of interest. Contrast 

determines how effective grayscale differences are detected by the camera, where a 100% 

contrast scenario is that where the systems detects white as white, and black as black in 

the digital image. Finally, image distortion corresponds to optical errors (aberrations) that 

affect the mapping of points in a given scene to points in the 2D image plane. These last 

errors are usually corrected through camera calibration techniques [28, 29]. 

The resolution of a digital camera is constrained to the discrete size of its smallest 

element, known as picture element or pixel. In order to improve optical resolutions 

beyond intensity-weighted distributions, different methods have been implemented to 

represent the data in a continuous form [30]. In [31] b-splines are utilized to continuously 

represent the digital image. Positive results are particularly evident in magnified images 

where resolution is increased without data losses. The algorithm consists of a series of 

iterative filters applied to the original image. The study of sub-pixel resolution techniques 
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has also play a key role in astronomy. In [32] the centroid calculation is applied to the 

discrete data in the digital image in order to accurately locate the position of stars to sub-

pixel resolution. Such results gained in the field of astronomy are readily applicable in 

vision-aided manufacturing for high resolution positioning. 

Displacement Estimation through Image Processing 

Improvements in image processing and optics have helped engineers carry out 

part measurements and object detection with high resolution using non-intrusive 

techniques. Some of the latest techniques are described next. 

Digital Image Correlation 

 

Digital image correlation (DIC) methods have been used for more than two 

decades to perform different types of mechanical measurements [33-37]. Some of the 

most recent applications of this method are in-plane strain deformation measurements 

[38], thermal deformations [39], 3D surface characterization [40] and microscopic stereo 

vision [41]. 

The principle behind DIC is to perform measurements by numerically correlating 

the undisplaced/undeformed digitized intensity image of an object with subsequent 

images of the same object. The initial image is analyzed as a 3D discrete surface 

(intensity plotted against XY-image plane). A more useful representation of the same data 

is achieved by applying bilinear interpolation in small square areas, represented by 4 

pixels. The result is a three dimensional continuous curve, with continuous partial 

derivatives every four pixels only (Figure 3.1 (a)).    
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(a) (b) 

Figure 3.1: (a) Bilinear interpolation. (b) Deformation and displacement measurements through DIC. 

Consider for example a square Q1 that undergoes a deformation and a translation 

resulting in square Q2 (Figure 3.1 (b)). It is assumed that there exists a homogeneous 

linear mapping between small segments in Q1 and small segments of the same size in Q2. 

The goal of the algorithm comprises finding this homogeneous transformation and 

thereby estimating the type and size of the deformation. Then, for a given point P in 

Figure 3.1 (b) the form of the homogeneous linear mapping is assumed to be 
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where u is the displacement vector and ∂ui/∂x, ∂ui/∂y are the components of the 

deformation gradient. Equation (3.1) defines the transformation of the set of all points in 

Q1, denoted as xQ1, onto the set of all points in Q2, denoted as xQ2. The image correlation 

algorithm becomes an optimization problem, where the goal is to calculate the value of 

six mapping parameters (ux,y, ∂ui/∂x and ∂ui/∂y) that define the functional C in  
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where M is the set containing the coordinates of all points in xQ1 and xQ2. 
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Edge-based Motion Analysis 

Edge detection methods have played a key role in feature extraction in the field of 

image processing. Ranging from highly elaborate algorithms such as Canny [42], to more 

simplistic such as Prewitt [43], these methods have been commonly used to perform 

shape and object detection in digital images. In [44] displacement of the object of interest 

is studied based on the localization of the edges in the image plane. Moreover, edge 

finding is performed at different resolution levels; this is, the image is represented at 

different lower resolution levels in a pyramid structure. The analysis at lower resolutions 

increments computational speeds, due to a reduction of data elements. An initial frame is 

used as the reference point. The location of the edges in subsequent images at multi-

resolution levels compared with the reference frame allows the estimation of object 

displacement. 

An alternative representation of the edges is obtained in the frequency domain, 

which can also be used for motion detection. In [45] researchers study the effects of the 

wavelet transform in regions containing edges. Considering that in the neighborhood of 

an edge the first derivative modulus corresponds to a local maximum, investigators 

utilize the first-derivative of a Gaussian wavelet for the multiscale approach. A scale-

space representation of the image is obtained, and edges are located based on local 

maxima of the wavelet transform. This, in turn, allows the extraction of points from 

object edges in a robust matter. These points are tracked over a sequence of images and 

displacement is thereby calculated.  
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Frequency Analysis for Displacement Estimation 

A key characteristic of the wavelet transformation is that it provides spatial 

information about specific features (frequency content) of the signal under analysis. If the 

spatial-frequency content of a reference target image is known, this information can be 

correlated with the location of the same frequency content on a displaced image of the 

same object. In doing so, motion of a target image can be estimated. A mathematical 

property can be used to better describe the same concept. Consider a point P(x), which is 

translated by Δx along the X-axis. This can be represented by the convolution 

 ˆ( ) ( ) ( )P x P x x x    (3.3) 

where δ(x) is the Dirac’s delta function. Applying the Fourier transformation to (3.3) 

yields 
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where P(vx) is the Fourier transform of P(x). Evidently, a translation is represented by a 

phase change in the frequency domain. This property is used in [46] to develop a phase-

sensitive technique to detect displacement of an object. A known frequency pattern is 

fixed on a flat surface of the object, which is imaged by a digital sensor. The wavelet 

transform is used to analyze the image and extract the initial position of the target with 

high resolution. The frequency content of subsequent images of the displaced object is 

correlated with the reference to estimate motion. A more powerful method, also based on 

the same space-frequency principle, is explained in [47] to perform six-degrees-of-

freedom measurements. 
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Direct Object Sensing 

Direct position sensing has been used in the past for two dimensional absolute 

positioning. Among the main approaches developed for this purpose are two US patents 

[5, 6], described in Chapter Two. Another relevant method, also described in Chapter 

Two, is presented in [7]. In this case, a camera is used to retrieve position information of 

a known target on a larger image displayed on a pixel grid. This is achieved by 

mathematically generating a 3-tone deterministic pattern, considering only three 

grayscale intensities: white, gray and black.  

Visual Servoing 

In Visual Control of Robot Manipulators [48] Peter I. Corke, one of the biggest 

contributors of the visual servoing theory, states  

“Visual servoing is the fusion of results from many elemental areas 

including high speed image processing, kinematics, dynamics, control 

theory, and real time computing.”… “The task in visual servoing is to 

control the pose of the robot’s end effector using visual information, 

features, extracted from the image.” 

The beginning of visual servoing dates back to the early 1970s, when initial 

documents on this topic were published.  Initial applications in this field ranged from 

pick-and-drop object manipulation [49] to more complex research providing some 

analytical details on the dynamics problems in real-time visual servoing [50].  

In the 1990’s the study of visual servoing took an important turn when more 

attention started to be paid to the dynamic effects of the electromechanical plant to be 

controlled and the digital camera, which limit output performance[51]. It is further argued 
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that the focus of previous literature was set only on the kinematics of the visual control 

system. Moreover, in [52] the effects of the plant- and vision sensor-dynamics are closely 

analyzed to achieve optimal performance. To this effect, the use of inner loops to regulate 

output torques and motor speeds, as well as the development of compensators permit a 

significant increase in performance of the visual servo system. Different controllers are 

tested and the visual loop is modeled as a linear system. Tuning is carried out through 

pole placement in the root locus plot. A detailed tutorial on visual servoing, covering the 

dynamics effects of robotic manipulators and other relevant topics associated to image 

formation, correlation and coordinate transformation can be found in [53]. 

In much newer applications, position control through vision feedback has been 

implemented in more complex architectures which usually include models of the plant 

dynamics to compensate for delays in the feedback signal. For instance, in [54] a non-

linear model is used to parameterize the pose of a target of interest with respect to the 

digital camera mounted at end effector of a robotic arm. The states of the non-linear 

model are calculated in each iteration based on the images collected through the digital 

camera. Experimental results demonstrate that the robot is capable of following a linear 

3D path with the desired resolution though vision feedback. The use of optimal 

controllers in systems where both a mathematical representation of the open loop plant as 

well as the reference input signal to the control system are known a priori, has the 

potential of allowing anticipative correcting action through the control effort [55, 56]. 

Moreover, different approaches have been developed for optimal controllers that take into 

account a time delay in the feedback loop [57-59], which makes them attractive for 
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vision-aided control applications. In [60] the image of a human hand is captured and 

processed to determine its outline; this information is quantified and fed as an input to a 

path planning procedure for a motion system. In [61] a six-degrees-of-freedom robot 

manipulator is operated under a visually controlled environment. The bandwidth of the 

servo loop is optimized by considering the dynamics of the manipulator and closely 

controlling the speed of motion. A generalized predictive controller based on a cost 

function, penalizing the error between the current state and the reference state and the 

control effort over a finite horizon, is proposed. 

A slightly different control structure from the regular visual servo loop is 

presented in [62]. Six cameras surrounding the robot manipulator are used to generate the 

desired reference signal to the control system, as opposed to being used to generate the 

feedback signal. Regular encoders allow closed loop control based on the visual reference 

signal. A timing model is proposed to characterize the time delay associated with the 

camera dynamics and successful asynchronous camera-control loop operation is 

demonstrated. Along a similar trend of modified visual servo loops is the one presented 

in [63]. Visual servo control is used to enhance position accuracy of a preexisting robot 

manipulator, where coarse positioning occurs through regular encoder-feedback and fine 

positioning of the manipulator tweezers occurs based on imaging data collected from a 

digital camera with a microscopic lens.   
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CHAPTER FOUR 

3D ABSOLUTE ENCODING 

The current research is implemented on an XY table that allows two dimensional 

motion. An LCD screen is placed upside-down on top of the table and moves with the 

table (Figure 4.1 (a)). Although displacement is achieved through ordinary leadscrews 

connected to servo motors, the position of the stage is determined through a CCD 

monochrome digital camera that is fixed to the support structure of the stage and aimed at 

the LCD (Figure 4.1 (b)). The motion of the camera is constrained within the XY plane, 

i.e. it provides a stationary reference point to measure planar displacement. A third 

degree of freedom is introduced through a servo-driven rotary camera mount (Figure 4.2 

(a)), which allows rotation of the camera (i.e. rotation of the reference frame) along the Z-

axis. The names “stage/table”, “XY stage/table”, and “XYθZ stage/table” will be used 

from this point on to refer to the three-degrees-of-freedom servomechanism. The camera, 

then, acts as an absolute three-degrees-of-freedom displacement transducer. Ideally the 

point where the rotation axis ZR intersects the image plane should be regarded as the 

reference point or origin for in-plane measurements, in order for the system to 

successfully measure the absolute rotation θZ, (Figure 4.2 (b). In other words, the 

reference point on the image plane should correspond to the principal point, PP. 

However, it has been demonstrated that for some applications the calculation of the exact 

location of the principal point is irrelevant, and that an estimate value of its in-plane 

position can be used for camera modeling [64]. For the algorithms developed in this 

chapter, the 2D center point of the exposed CCD chip is considered to be the reference or 
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origin of the image plane. Furthermore, from this point on it will be assumed that the 

principal point and the center point of the exposed CCD chip are the same point, and 

therefore the words “principal point” (or its acronym “PP”) and “CCD center point” will 

be used interchangeably to refer to the reference point used for in-plane measurements. 

An XYZθX adjustable stage (Figure 4.2 (a)), also part of the camera mount, is utilized to 

fine-tune the position of PP with respect to the rotation axis of the rotary stage such that 

ZR is guaranteed to pass through PP; this is denoted as the coaxial requirement.    

The main reason for using a monochrome- instead of a color-camera is due to the 

fact that CCD cameras do not really detect color. The wavelength information (i.e. color 

information) is actually lost during the photons-to-electrons conversion that takes place 

when the digital image is created. Color is actually generated through Bayer filtering and 

intensity interpolation between color transitions. This filtering process inevitably brings 

some data losses. Given the high (sub-pixel) resolution requirements of the current 

application, this filtering is considered unacceptable and therefore a monochrome camera 

is chosen. 
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(a)  

(b)  

Figure 4.1: (a) 3-axis stage with LCD monitor and (b) 3D CAD model of experimental system. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.2: (a) Camera mount components: XYZθX adjustable stage and rotary stage. (b) Coaxial CCD-

rotary stage requirement. 
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Perhaps the main limitation of the methods introduced later in this chapter is due 

to distortion and other physical errors associated with the optical elements of the vision 

system. For this, camera calibration techniques and other modeling procedures might be 

required. These issues have been addressed many times in previous literature [65-68]. 

The focus of this chapter is to achieve the desired resolution levels for the proposed 

platform and, later, use this information to successfully direct-command the stage to 

perform in-plane displacements in the micron order (Chapter Six). The first section of 

this chapter - The Optical Sensor and the Dynamic Target - describes some necessary 

concepts related to vision sensor modeling, and the main features of dynamic targets. The 

remaining sections of the chapter are dedicated to the development of the image 

processing algorithms required for MTP implementation. 

The Optical Sensor and the Dynamic Target 

The Optical Sensor: Perspective Projection 

One of the key factors of using a digital camera for position feedback is the 

challenge of achieving an accurate mapping between real world coordinates and sensor 

coordinates. This process usually initiates by considering an ideal lens, or thin lens, 

which leads to two main assumptions: 1. The angles and diameters of the light rays that 

pass through the lens are sufficiently small and 2. Optical errors and other geometrical 

aberrations can be neglected. These assumptions are often referred to as the Gauss or 

paraxial approximation. The physical characteristics of the thin lens are mainly governed 

by the fact that the distance along the optical axis between the two outer surfaces is 

negligible with respect to the focal length of the lens. This implies that any ray passing 
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through the center of the lens is not deviated and all parallel rays (with respect to the 

optical axis) are deviated as to pass through the focal point of the lens. Lenses where the 

set of assumptions mentioned before are not valid are called thick lenses and their optical 

characteristics are different from those for the thin lens.  

 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.3: (a) Optical system consisting of image plane coordinate system and camera coordinate system. 

(b) The thin lens. 

The approximations resulting from the use of the thin lens permit the creation of 

an imaging model based on simple geometry, namely the well known pinhole model or 

perspective projection model [69]. Figure 4.3 (a) shows an optical system, where the Xi 

and Yi axes represent the image plane Пi, and (X,Y,Z) represents the camera coordinate 

system with the Z-axis coinciding with the optical axis. The point where the optical axis 

intersects the image plane is known as the principal point (PP) of the image plane. For a 

control point C in Figure 4.3 (b) it is easy to see that 
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And since FA=OA-OF it is clear that 
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  Now if OA and OD are replaced by the corresponding absolute distances γ and Z 

and f = OF then, after rearranging, the previous equation can be written as 

 
1 1 1
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(4.3)
 

Equation (4.3) is the lensmaker’s equation and it is used to describe the ideal 

mapping of an object point. Further derivation of (4.3) yields the typical focal length 

equation for an experimental vision system (see appendix A). If the analysis is extended 

to consider a point C in space, with camera coordinates (xcam,ycam,zcam), the corresponding 

mapping to the image plane is denoted by point C’ and the following perspective 

projection equality, in matrix notation, holds 
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From (4.3) it should be noted that if Z→∞ (or Z>>γ) then f→γ, which leads to the 

commonly used perspective projection model 
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If the image coordinate frame (Xi,Yi) is taken as the reference, then point C simply 

maps to  ' , ' ,i i cam cam
cam cam

f f
x y x y

z z
   
 

, as seen in Figure 4.4 (a). The fact that the 

direction of the Xi and Yi axes is opposite to the direction of the X and Y axes is found to 

be a convenient construction, as it avoids the need for negative signs in the coordinate 

transformation process. Consider now a translation of size 2f of the image plane, Пi, 

along the Z-axis in the positive direction as shown in Figure 4.4 (b). This model, known 

as the Front Image Plane or Symmetry Interpretation, is widely used in computer vision 

as it provides a straight forward mapping of the scene being imaged, where no inversion 

of coordinate axes is required [70]. It is important to observe that the relationships given 

by (4.4) and (4.5) still hold for this approach. From this point on any analysis concerning 

the vision system will be conducted based on the Front Image Plane model. Moreover, 

for simplicity purposes, the Front Image Plane model will be referred to as the pinhole 

camera model or the perspective projection model. 

In general a point in space with world coordinates (x’w,y’w,z’w) undergoes a 

transformation, from world coordinates to camera coordinates, of the form 
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where the rotation matrix 3 3xR , and the translation vector 3 1xT  are commonly 

known as the extrinsic parameters of the vision system (Figure 4.4 (c)). Assuming that 

both the CCD chip and the LCD are perpendicular with respect to the optical axis, it is 

possible to define the location of a point on the LCD, with LCD-coordinates (xLCD, yLCD), 

referenced to the image plane through   
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i LCD

i LCD
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(4.7)
 

where 
'LCD

f
M

z
  is the optical magnification, 2 2xθZR  is the rotation matrix, and 

2 1xLCDT  is the translation vector (Figure 4.4 (d)). 

 

(a)  (b)  

(c)  (d)  

Figure 4.4: (a) Perspective projection model. (b) Front Image Plane model. (c) World-to-camera coordinate 

transformation. (d) LCD-to-image plane coordinate transformation. 
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The Dynamic Target 

In the stage setup described before, motion commands are provided through a 

moving active target displayed on an LCD screen. The position of the target on the LCD 

is controlled by the user through software. If the principal point PP on the CCD (Figure 

4.5) is regarded as the reference, then an in-plane position error vector can be defined at 

any time t, with respect to this reference. For instance, if the target in Figure 4.5 was 

purposely  located at point C on the LCD, then the corresponding error vector would be 

e(t) = C’ on the CCD. This vector can be used as the control loop position error, where 

the controller’s goal is to bring the target to the reference position, i.e. PP, and control its 

orientation in the motion plane. 

 

 

Figure 4.5: Tracking error based on target location and orientation. 

It is important at this point to make a distinction between LCD pixels and CCD 

pixels. As it was stated at the beginning of this chapter, CCD pixels only perceive light 

intensities reflected from a given scene while color information is lost. This does not 
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mean that color patterns should not be used to form the target on the screen. Figure 4.6 

shows one LCD pixel of size 294x294µm when inspected under a microscope with a 90x 

magnification. The possibility to individually generate blue, green or red from a single 

LCD pixel gives the user control not only over the intensity pattern of that pixel, but also 

over the physical (horizontal) location of this intensity to within 1/3 of the pixel. The 

intensity pattern on the LCD screen then maps to a grayscale image on the CCD. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: 90x magnification of one LCD pixel. 
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MTP – Method 1: Cross-Hairs 

Given some a priori information, the position of a known target is determined and 

tracked over time. The target is represented by the intersection of two perpendicular lines, 

i.e. a cross-hairs target. The procedure for locating the target, once captured as a digital 

image, is described in three steps: 1. Fine point location and definition of the line sets; 2. 

Constrained curve fitting through Newton-Raphson method; and 3. Estimation of pixel 

size and optical magnification using four reference elements (the image processing 

application covering all three steps was programmed in C language; the complete code 

can be found in appendix B). Before these three steps are analyzed, the criteria for 

selecting the intensity format for the cross-hairs target on the LCD and its specific 

geometry are presented.  

The Intensity Format and Target Geometry on LCD 

The initial task consists in identifying the optimal combination of pixel intensities 

for the generation of the target image. On an 8-bit display, pixel intensities vary from 0 

(lowest, black) to 255 (highest: R, G or B). Based on this intensity range two types of 

formats are tested: white target (R=255, G=255 and B=255) over black background and 

black target over white background (Figure 4.7). Experimental data is collected using 

bitmap (BMP) images, in order to minimize information losses due to image compression 

techniques. The grayscale intensity in the 3D plot in Figure 4.7 (b) is inverted (e.g. pixels 

with values of 255 are set to 0 and pixels with values of 0 are set to 255) for better 

visualization of the image contrast. In general, the contrast that a given imaging system is 
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capable of reproducing on a specific image can be calculated based on percentages 

through [71] 
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The contrast percentages obtained for the two formats, summarized in Table 4.1, 

indicate that more information can be extracted from the white target over black 

background. The histograms in Figure 4.7 also suggest an easier identification of the 

white target from the image background, when compared to the black target. Hence, the 

white target is selected for experimental tests. 

Table 4.1: Contrast percentages for target formats. 

Format Black Target White Target 

Contrast 65.4% 84.7% 
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(a) 

 

 
 

 (b) 

Figure 4.7: Target formats: (a) White target over black background with corresponding 3D intensity plot 

and histogram; (b) Black target over white background with corresponding 3D inverted-intensity plot and 

histogram.  
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Considering the construction of an LCD pixel, it is desired to take advantage of 

the possibility of arbitrarily locating and moving a given intensity to within 1/3 of the 

pixel along the LCD X-axis. Figure 4.8 shows a cross-hairs target, where the vertical line 

is generated by lighting up a single stripe (R, G or B) of one column of pixels on the 

LCD.  In general, pixel intensities on the vertical line can be purposely adjusted to 

display known patterns, e.g. a discrete Gaussian curve. This capability, however, does not 

apply to the horizontal line of the target, which has a width of one full LCD pixel. In 

conclusion, the user can move the target by increments as small as 1/3 of a pixel along 

the LCD X-axis, and by increments as small as one pixel along the LCD Y-axis by simply 

illuminating the next individually addressable element on each axis. From a control 

perspective, this aspect clearly limits the capability of commanding horizontal 

displacements smaller than 1/3 of a pixel, and vertical displacements smaller than one 

whole pixel. This issue is addressed in Chapter Six, where two methods for commanding 

planar displacements on the micron order are presented.   

Aside from the cross-hairs, the target image also includes four reference elements 

displayed close to the intersection. The location of the reference elements is symmetric 

with respect to the target’s vertical line, and asymmetric with respect to the horizontal 

line. This layout allows the computation of the absolute target orientation θZ within 360°, 

i.e. the calculation of θZ mod(2π). The reference elements are also used to compute the 

optical magnification of the imaging system in step 3. 
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Figure 4.8: Pixelated dynamic target on LCD with four Reference elements. 

Cross-Hairs Target Identification through Newton-Raphson Method 

The procedure for locating the target, once captured as a digital image though the 

CCD monochrome camera, is described in three steps. 

Step 1: Fine point location and definition of the line sets 

It is desired to perform sub-pixel resolution measurements on the digital image, 

by defining a feature that combines both the grayscale intensity of the target and its 

location within the image plane. A practical solution arises by computing the intensity 

weighted center of mass, or centroid [72]. For a continuous three dimensional real 

function,  ,Iz f x y , with [ , ], ,x a b a b  , and y fixed, i.e. y=i, i , the centroid 

along the X-axis, denoted by XC,i, can be obtained from 
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For a discrete-valued function such as an m-by-m image,  ,mxmI x y , where x 

varies in a discrete manner over a horizontal array of pixels [0, 1]x m  , and y is fixed to 

the current row under analysis e.g. y=i, the center of mass is 
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Equation (4.10) renders a procedure for conducting sub-pixel resolution 

measurements along a given row of pixels (X-axis) in the image plane. An analogous 

equation can be obtain for performing sub-pixel resolution measurements along a given 

column of pixels (Y-axis), by simply fixing x to the column under analysis and letting y 

vary over a vertical window of pixels. 

Sub-pixel resolution on the target image is achieved by calculating the intensity 

weighted centroid, using (4.10), around an intensity transition. An intensity transition of 

interest is defined as a vertical or horizontal transition that starts in a black region, goes 

through a saturation point at 255 and finally goes back to a black region. Figure 4.9 

shows a target image, where the target is represented by two black (instead of white) 

perpendicular lines over a white background for demonstration purposes. Two transitions 

of interest are highlighted in this image: one horizontal and one vertical. If a horizontal 

transition is found in a given row of pixels, the x-coordinate of the point to be stored in 

memory will correspond to the horizontal centroid around this transition. The y-
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coordinate assigned to this point will just be the discrete value of the row under analysis. 

For the case of vertical intensity transitions, the y-coordinate of the point will correspond 

to the vertical centroid around this transition; the x-coordinate of this same point will just 

be the discrete value of the column under analysis.  

 

 

Figure 4.9: Target image with inverted grayscale intensities for demonstration purposes.  

Remark 4.1:  Noise filtering in black regions 

Figure 4.10 (a) presents a horizontal intensity transition, taken from an 

experimental sample. It is important to notice that pixel intensities of 255 

are easily detected on the CCD, when imaging white LCD pixels. 

Furthermore, regions containing pixel intensities of 255 seem to be less 

affected by noise. Then the key question to be answered is: how big 

should the pixel window be for the calculation of a horizontal (or vertical) 

centroid around an intensity transition?  

 

A horizontal pixel-window should start (going from left to right) at a low-

intensity pixel, go through one or more saturation pixels and end at a black 

pixel. As seen, high pixel intensities are easily identified by the sensor. 

Then, attention must be paid to the processing of black regions. Figure 

4.10 (b) shows a black area as detected by the camera. The information 

content varying at high frequencies within a range of intensities from 0 to 

15 is clear evidence of the presence of noise. Then, if the values in such an 

area were considered when computing the centroid, the precision of the 

measurement would be compromised. A solution arises by setting a low-
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intensity threshold slightly above the maximum intensity of the noisy 

pattern shown in Figure 4.10 (b), and only including those neighboring 

pixels around the intensity peak with intensities above this threshold for 

the calculation of the centroid.  

 

 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.10: Experimental data captured using a CCD camera: (a) Horizontal pixel window covering 

intensity transition around target pixels, and (b) 3D sample of a black (low-intensity) region. 

By following the procedure explained before, a set of experimental points 

associated with the two perpendicular lines in the target image can be collected. It is even 

possible to utilize a subset of all these experimental points, that is only an arbitrary small 

number of points computed at the beginning of the routine, to estimate the intersection of 

the cross-hairs before the entire image has been analyzed. Based on the initial estimate, 

data points can classified according to their proximity to the intersection point. 

Transitions close to the cross-hairs intersection estimate (inside the dashed circle in 

Figure 4.9) are disregarded, as they require additional processing and might even 

introduce errors into the measurements, if not handled appropriately. The intersection 
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estimate also helps locate the reference elements, which are purposely placed close to the 

real intersection. 

In general, an algorithm could search for both vertical and horizontal transitions at 

all times. This would be a sub-optimal approach, though, as it would increase processing 

times. If, for example, θZ = 45°, in Figure 4.9 then the image processing algorithm could 

focus on searching horizontal transitions only, and not waste time in searching for vertical 

transitions. However, it is impossible to know the value of θZ before the target has been 

fully identified, i.e. before all the transition points have been found. Similarly as with the 

intersection estimate, this dilemma is solved by assuming that the first K transitions, 

associated with the first K points found in the digital image correspond to horizontal 

transitions. Based on these first points, an estimated value of θZ, namely ˆ
Z , can be 

computed. If ˆ 20Z  
 
or ˆ 0Z    , for [ 90 ,90 ]Z     , then the image processing 

algorithm searches for both horizontal and vertical intensity transitions. Only horizontal 

transitions are examined, otherwise. The threshold value of 20° is selected based on trial 

and error tests using experimental data. Once the transition points are calculated they are 

separated in two sets, DS1 and DS2, associated to two different lines.  

Step 2: Constrained curve fitting through Newton-Raphson method 

The goal is to find the location of the target through the calculation of two straight 

lines that best fit the data collected in the previous step. The intersection of these lines in 

the image plane is regarded as the target location. The two data sets DS1 and DS2 are 

known to contain n1 and n2 data points, respectively. The best fit lines are constrained to 
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be perpendicular with respect to each other. The previous statement is equivalent to 

finding y
model

, where 
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is minimized. Derivation of (4.12) yields 
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The minimum is obtained by finding a0, a1, and a2 such that 
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which yields the linear equation 
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and since 
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it is clear that the values of a0 and a1 satisfying (4.15) indeed correspond to a minimum. 
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Similarly, a second nonlinear equation is obtained from 
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, namely 
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Again, it is easy to see that the values of a1 and a2 satisfying (4.17) correspond to a 

minimum since 
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A third equation is obtained from 
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, i.e. 
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which, after rearranging, yields the final nonlinear equation 
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(4.20) 

Now, 
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and therefore a minimum occurs as long as  
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(4.22)
 

 

Equations (4.15), (4.17) and (4.20) form a set of nonlinear equations that must be 

solved in order to fully determine the model given in (4.11). By defining the constant 

values for DS1 and DS2 as 
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from (4.15) and (4.17), respectively, it is clear that 
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Inserting (4.24) and (4.25) into (4.20) and rearranging yields an equation of the 

form f(a1)=0, where f is assumed to have a continuous first derivative f’. This is 
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and therefore 
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Equation (4.26) is solved using Newton-Raphson iterative method, which implies 

calculating 

 1
1 1

1

( ( ))
( 1) ( ) , 1,2,...,

'( ( ))

f a n
a n a n n k

f a n
     

(4.28)
 

until 

 1 1 1( 1) ( ) ( )a n a n a n    (4.29) 
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where a1(n) represents a constant value given to the variable a1, k is the total number of 

iterations, ɛ is an arbitrary threshold and the factor 1( )a n  in (4.29) is required in case of 

zeros of very large or very small absolute value [73]. Although the criterion by itself does 

not imply convergence, in the current problem it is assumed that as 1 1( 1) ( ) 0a n a n    

the system converges.  

The following pseudocode for calculating the best fit perpendicular-lines and 

determining the position of the target in the XY-plane is proposed.  Pseudocode: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Find the initial generic lines 1 1 1ŷ m x b   and 2 2 2ŷ m x b  through linear 

regression applied independently to DS1 and DS2, respectively. 

2. Set a1(0)=m1 and define the variables slope_a1 and Status=”No Success” 

3. For j=1 until j=k (k is determined experimentally) 

Compute f’(a(j-1)) 

If  f’(a(j-1))=0 

 Status=”No Success” 

 Terminate For Loop 

End of If 

Else 

 Compute: 1
1 1

1

( ( 1))
( ) ( 1)

'( ( 1))

f a j
a j a j

f a j


  


 

 If 1 1 1( ) ( 1) ( 1)a j a j a j     

  slope_a1=a1(j) 

  Status=”Success” 

  Terminate For Loop 

 End of If 

End of Else 

End of For 

4. If Status=”No Success” 

Find the target location through the intersection of 1ŷ  and 2ŷ  

End of If 

Else 

Set a1= slope_a1 in (4.24) and (4.25) to find a0 and a2, respectively. Then 

use these values to fully determine the model given in (4.11). Finally, 

calculate the position of the target as the intersection of the lines defined 

by (4.11).     

End of Else 
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A relevant characteristic of the previous algorithm is that constants v1-v4 and w1-

w4 can also be used to compute the generic lines 1ŷ  and 2ŷ  and therefore no significant 

extra computational effort is required for this initial step. If convergence has not been 

reached after k iterations in point 3, the algorithm still guarantees the calculation of the 

target location using 1ŷ  and 2ŷ  as shown in the first line of point 4 in the pseudocode. 

This, of course, implies a small sacrifice in the accuracy of the estimation.  

Finally, the relative target orientation given in radians for a range of [-π/2,π/2], is 

defined as 

 
1

1

1
tanZ

a
   

  
 

 
(4.30) 

The absolute target orientation, θZ, for a range of [0,2π] is determined based on 

the location of the four reference elements and the value of Z .      

Step 3: Estimation of pixel size and optical magnification through reference elements 

An estimate value of the optical magnification is obtained by computing the 

distances between the four reference elements on the CCD and comparing it with the 

known LCD spacing between these points. The locations of the reference elements on the 

target image are calculated with sub-pixel resolution using (4.10) over the areas 

containing these elements. This calculation yields the coordinates of the four points on 

the image plane: P1=[x1,y1]
T
, P2=[x2,y2]

T
, P3=[x3,y3]

T
 and P4=[x4,y4]

T
 (Figure 4.11). 

These coordinates are mapped to LCD coordinates through a two-step transformation 

process. The first step is characterized by 
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The scaling factor S, in (4.31), is used to convert the coordinates from pixel- to 

µm-units, assuming square CCD pixels of size SxS µm. If the CCD pixels are not square, 

S must be replaced by a 2-by-2 diagonal matrix with entries equal to the length and height 

of a CCD pixel. The rotation matrix, RθZ, is necessary since the distances on the CCD 

and LCD are compared at the vector level, i.e. absolute Euclidian distances are not used.  

The second step of the transformation process is simply the multiplication of the points 

ˆ ˆP1 P4 by the inverse of the optical magnification, defined as 
'LCD

f
M

z
 , where f is 

the focal length and z’LCD is the out-of-plane distance between the lens and the LCD. The 

inverse of M is utilized in this case since the LCD is taken as the reference frame. The 

distances between the reference elements on the LCD, given in LCD pixel-units, are 

known to be ΔX1LCD, ΔX2LCD, ΔY1LCD, ΔY2LCD with ΔY1LCD=ΔY2LCD. The LCD pixel size, 

in µm, is HxV. The following set of equations results from the perspective projection 

model 
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(4.32)

 

It should be observed that the two-step transformation process does not require 

the translation vector introduced in (4.7). The reason for this is due to the fact that (4.32) 
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describes a relationship between CCD distances (left-hand side of the set of equalities) 

and LCD distances (right-hand side of the set of equalities), and not between coordinates. 

 

 

Figure 4.11: System magnification calculated based on reference elements. 

Equation (4.32) can be written in the matrix form as  
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(4.33)

 

where u is the vector of unknown parameters and Â  is the matrix containing the known- 

and measured-distances; the latter are redefined as 

     1 2 1 2 4 3 1 3 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x x x x x x y y y        

 

and  2 4 2
ˆ ˆ ˆy y y   . Analytically, it is 

possible to reduce Â  to at least 3 3xA . In general, if matrix A is full rank, then there 

are no non-trivial solutions to the system of equations. Considering that the values 

1 2 1
ˆ ˆ ˆ, ,x x y    and 2ŷ  are affected by noise in the measuring process, it should come as 
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no surprise that rank(A)=3. One way to approach this problem is by sacrificing one of the 

unknown parameters, and giving it a fixed value. Then, the other two unknown 

parameters can be calculated through a regular optimization method. In this case the 

horizontal length of an LCD pixel, H, commonly known as dot-pitch, is acquired from 

the LCD manufacturer and the following quadratic function is minimized 
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( )f  v w Bv  (4.34) 
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(4.35)

 

The minimum for the function in (4.34) is almost the same as the solution of the 

regular least-squares problem, with the only difference being a negative sign preceding 

the right-hand side of the equation. This is, 

  
1

  T Tv B B B w  (4.36) 

Experimental Results 

The ability of the image processing algorithm to detect displacements of the target 

along the XY-plane is tested. The test consists in moving the cross-hairs (Figure 4.12) on 

the LCD screen by discrete increments of sizes 1/3 of an LCD pixel along the LCD X-

axis, and one full LCD pixel along the LCD Y-axis, while maintaining the stage still. The 

target orientation is set to a value as close to zero as possible, such that horizontal 
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displacements along the LCD (LCD X-axis) also map to horizontal displacements along 

the image plane. The same applies to the vertical displacement test.  

 

 

Figure 4.12: Experimental cross-hairs target. 

Experimental results are listed in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, rounded to two decimal 

places. At each step a 100 image sample is collected and the location of the target on each 

image is computed with respect to the reference point (PP). The sample mean is regarded 

as the location of the target at each step. The first row lists the known displacement of the 

target on the LCD in LCD pixels. The unit of length for the known displacement in Table 

4.2, second row, is introduced by considering the known LCD dot pitch (horizontal 

length of the pixel, H), taken from the manufacturer specifications, which in this case is 

known to be 294 µm. In Table 4.3, second row, the unit of length is introduced through 

the vertical length of one the LCD pixel, V, calculated through step 3. The experimental 

value, averaged from all samples, is found to be V = 293.81 µm and is considered to be 

the actual increment size for displacements along the Y-axis.  

The last two rows in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 (labeled as CCD Sensor) list the 

results of the measurements as observed by the vision sensor, after applying Method 1 to 
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the sample images. The direct output from the image processing algorithm is given in 

CCD pixels, and is shown in the third row of these tables. These values must be mapped 

to real world coordinates. Assuming θZ = 0, this mapping requires the third row to be 

multiplied by the CCD pixel size to convert to camera coordinates in microns. Then, this 

value is multiplied once again by the inverse of the optical magnification to obtain the 

results listed in row four in both tables. The results in the last row of both tables indicate 

the actual displacement that the camera is able to detect through Method 1. The CCD 

pixel size for this calculation is taken from the camera manufacturer and for the 

experimental setup is known to be 5.6x5.6 µm. 

Table 4.2: X-coordinates of the cross-hairs, calculated using Method 1, for 10 discrete motion steps of the 

target along LCD X-axis. The averages are each associated to a 100 image sample collected at each step. 

The inverse of the optical magnification, calculated through step 3 and averaged from all samples, is M
-1

= 

7.6641. 

 
Units Data 

Target  

on LCD 

(1/3 LCD 

pixels) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

(µm) 0.00 98.00 196.00 294.00 392.00 490.00 588.00 686.00 784.00 882.00 

CCD 

Sensor 

(pixels) 0.00 2.34 4.49 6.82 9.14 11.32 13.64 15.97 18.14 20.45 

(µm) 0.00 100.56 192.86 292.71 392.45 485.89 585.34 685.57 778.62 877.55 

 

Table 4.3: Y-coordinates of the cross-hairs, calculated using Method 1, for 10 discrete motion steps of the 

target along LCD Y-axis. The averages are each associated to a 100 image sample collected at each step. 

The inverse of the optical magnification, calculated through step 3 and averaged from all samples, is M
-1

= 

7.6654. 

 

Units Data 

Target  

on LCD 

(pixels) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

(µm) 0.00 293.81 587.62 881.43 1175.24 1469.05 1762.86 2056.67 2350.48 2644.29 

CCD 

Sensor 

(pixels) 0.00 6.81 13.61 20.40 27.21 34.01 40.81 47.54 54.34 61.15 

(µm) 0.00 292.17 584.14 875.89 1168.05 1460.03 1751.82 2040.92 2332.59 2624.95 
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The plots in Figure 4.13 summarize the results from Table 4.2 and Table 4.3. The 

displacement of the target as detected by the sensor (Y-axes) is compared against the 

known displacement (X-axes). The regression lines in both plots are calculated using the 

data given in microns (blue axes). The proximity to a unitary value in both slopes 

(0.99439 and 0.99242) indicates almost ideal 1-to-1 mapping from actual to recorded 

distances. Further, both lines present a correlation coefficient of exactly 1, which implies 

that there exists a desired linear relationship between the actual displacement and the 

sensor data.  

                   

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.13: Experimental plots. Data taken from (a) Table 4.2 and (b) Table 4.3 

The ability of the image processing algorithm to measure target orientation is also 

tested. The camera mount is purposely rotated by random steps for this test, and at each 

point a 100 image sample is collected for offline analysis. In addition, the angle of 

rotation of the camera with respect to the stage is recorded through a rotary encoder, 

which provides a secondary reading for comparison purposes. The first two rows in Table 
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4.4 show the target orientation recorded using the rotary encoder. The last two rows list 

the average orientation of each 100 image sample, after being processed using Method 1. 

The results from Table 4.4 are plotted in Figure 4.14. The best fit line exhibits once again 

almost ideal 1-to-1 mapping between encoder and camera readings and has a correlation 

coefficient of exactly 1. 

 

Table 4.4: θ-coordinates of the cross-hairs, calculated using Method 1, for 6 discrete target orientations 

with respect to the CCD coordinate frame. The averages are each associated to a 100 image sample. 

 

Units Data 

Encoder 
(counts) 1 6719 13267 19462 24059 38996 

(deg) -1.53 5.19 11.74 17.93 22.53 37.47 

CCD 

Sensor 

(rads) -0.03 0.09 0.20 0.31 0.39 0.65 

(deg) -1.53 5.19 11.74 17.93 22.53 37.47 

 

 

 

Figure 4.14: Comparison of encoder and vision sensor readings for different target orientations. Data taken 

from Table 4.4. 
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The number of iterations for convergence in the Newton-Raphson routine, for the 

data in Table 4.2, was found to lie within the interval [0,17] for ɛ = 6E-8 in (4.29). For 

the data in Table 4.3 the number of iterations for convergence was found to lie within the 

interval [0,5] for ɛ = 7.2E-7 in (4.29). The average off-line processing frequency for all 

2000 images associated to the samples in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3, was found to be 4.4 Hz 

when utilizing a 64-bit Windows OS machine with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i3 M330 

@2.13GHz, 4GB RAM.  

The regression lines in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14 evidently exhibit a desired 

linear behavior. Nevertheless, if the goal is to track a continuously moving target, then 

the system must be capable of accurately computing the position and orientation of the 

former using a single image at each point in time. Therefore, no averaging between 

information extracted from consecutive images can take place, as each new frame might 

correspond to different target locations on the LCD. It is therefore necessary to study the 

level of uncertainty present in individual observations and then determine the resolution 

of the 3D position sensor.  

The experimental resolution of the position transducer and the level of 

uncertainty, u, present in the measurements are determined through a statistical analysis. 

For this purpose, a large sample affected by Gaussian noise is collected. The assumption 

that the experimental data is normally distributed allows the calculation of the resolution 

with an associated level of confidence. A procedure for determining measurement 

uncertainty, u (denoted in the following quoted text as uj), associated with a single 
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observation belonging to a normally distributed sample is presented in The NIST 

Reference on Constants, Units and Uncertainty [74], which states: 

“If the quantity in question is modeled by a normal probability 

distribution, there are no finite limits that will contain 100% of its possible 

values. However, plus and minus 3 standard deviations about the mean of 

a normal distribution corresponds to 99.73% limits. Thus, if the limits a- 

and a+ of a normally distributed quantity with mean (a+ + a-)/2 are 

considered to contain "almost all" of the possible values of the quantity, 

that is, approximately 99.73% of them, then uj is approximately a/3, where 

a = (a+ - a-)/2 is the half-width of the interval.” 

 

Following the previous procedure the resolution, r, is defined based on the range

3  , where µ is the sample’s mean and σ is the standard deviation, provided that 

almost all possible values (99.73%) of the measurand are covered within this range. This 

is 6r  . The level of uncertainty in a single observation is 3u  . 

A 100 image sample is collected. The target’s pose in all 100 images is calculated 

through Method 1 and can be defined as a 3D-coordinate array, 

      1 1 1 2 2 2 100 100 100, , , , , ,..., , ,x y x y x y  Pose . This array is separated in three sub-

arrays X, Y and θ, containing only the x-, y- and θ-coordinates of all points, respectively. 

The units of X and Y are given in µm (LCD-real world coordinates) whereas the units of 

θ are given in radians. First, the hypothesis that the data sets X, Y and θ are normally 

distributed must be tested. A common procedure for testing this hypothesis is through a 

normal probability plot. A normal probability plot displays the z-values (along plot Y-

axis), calculated for the percentiles of each experimental data point, against the 

corresponding data points (plot X-axis). Further details for generating the probability plot 

are omitted as they can be found in other documents (see chapter 10 in [75]). The 
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experimental values are compared against a theoretical normal distribution. If the 

experimental values are indeed normally distributed, they should follow an 

approximately linear trend. Deviations from the linear behavior suggest non-normality of 

the distribution. Figure 4.15 shows the probability plots for X and Y, with correlation 

coefficients of 0.996 and 0.997, respectively, indicating a strong linear behavior. The 

hypothesis that the data is normal cannot be rejected with the current results, i.e. it is not 

wrong to assume from the current results that the data sets X and Y are normally 

distributed. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.15: Normal probability plots for the sub-arrays: (a) X and (b) Y.  

Figure 4.16 shows the distribution plots for the data sets X and Y. The resolution 

for X is 6x xr  , whereas the resolution for Y is 6y yr  . The lower sample limit 

(LSL)- and upper sample limit (USL)-markers indicate that the experimental distributions 
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span over 3x x    and 3y y  , approximately. The corresponding resolutions are 

0.93xr   µm and 2.16yr   µm. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.16: (a) X-sample distribution measured in µm. LSL 3x x   ; USL 3x x   . (b) Y-sample 

distribution measured in µm. LSL 3y y   ; USL 3y y   . 

Figure 4.17 (a) shows the normal probability plot for θ with a correlation 

coefficient of 0.992 also demonstrating strong linear behavior. The LSL- and USL-

markers in Figure 4.17 (b) indicate that the experimental distribution spans over 6r  , 

approximately. The corresponding resolution is rθ = 0.001368 radians, or 0.078355°. 

Resolution results for all 3 degrees of freedom of the experimental system are 

summarized in Table 4.5. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.17: (a) Normal probability plot for sub-array θ. (b) θ-sample distribution measured in radians. 

LSL 3    ; USL 3    . 

 

 

Table 4.5: Experimental resolution. Lateral (X and Y) resolution results are calculated for a CCD pixel size 

of 5.6x5.6 µm and after applying the inverse magnification factor, M
-1

= 7.6641.  

  
X (um) Y (um) θ (rads) θ (deg) 

Sample’s Std. 0.15531092 0.360721 2.23E-05 0.001278 

Resolution 

rx 0.931865521 - - - 

ry - 2.164324 - - 

rθ - - 0.000134 0.007668 
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MTP – Method 2: Checkered Pattern Identification  

A second algorithm is proposed, where the object of interest on the display is 

embodied by four homogeneous grayscale-intensity areas, forming a checkered pattern 

(Figure 4.18 (a)). The main idea is to identify the location of the edges with high 

accuracy, correlate this data with two perpendicular lines and then, again, define the 

position of the target as the intersection of these lines. In the previous section it was 

demonstrated that the intensity-weighted centroid formula presented an appropriate 

method for performing sub-pixel resolution measurements, when detecting a white cross-

hairs over black background. However, the centroid formula is not suitable for the 

checkered pattern and a different approach must be taken. An important feature of the 

checkered pattern is the type of intensity transitions present in the image. This aspect is 

demonstrated when calculating the intensity gradient along the image X-axis (or Y-axis 

for vertical transitions), as shown in Figure 4.19. In order to estimate the position of the 

midpoint of an intensity impulse function, such as those in the cross-hairs target 

introduced in Method 1, an image processing algorithm based on edge-detection would 

have to deal with inaccuracies in the location of two edges (Figure 4.19 (a)). The 

checkered pattern presents potential advantages in this regard, as only one intensity 

transition happens around the pixels of interest (Figure 4.19 (b)).   
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.18: (a) Theoretical active target represented by a checkered pattern and (b) corresponding 3D 

intensity plot. 

 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 4.19: (a) Intensity impulse function and corresponding 2D gradient. (b) Intensity step function and 

corresponding 2D gradient. 
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The checkered pattern method initiates with the calculation of the image gradient, 

for coarse-location of the edges. An edge is defined as a transition starting at a low-

intensity pixel and ending at a high-intensity pixel (or the opposite of this: starting at a 

saturation point and ending at a low-intensity pixel), within a given pixel window. Fine 

point identification is performed by fitting a 2D Gaussian curve, to a horizontal or 

vertical array of pixels around an intensity peak in the gradient image. The selection of 

the Gaussian for curve fitting follows directly from the 2D bell-shape patterns (along a 

row or column of pixels) found in the gradient image around the target edges. The mean 

of the best-fit Gaussian curve is regarded as the edge location within the vertical or 

horizontal pixel window. The identification of all edges in the target image leads to the 

definition of two data sets, associated with two lines. The final step consists in 

determining the two perpendicular lines that best fit the two data sets. This last step is the 

same as step 2 in Method 1. Again, from the physical construction of the LCD pixels, it is 

anticipated that the smallest displacement of the LCD target will be constrained to 1/3 of 

a pixel along the X-axis, and one whole pixel along the Y-axis. 

Step 1: Coarse point check through image gradient 

The first step is the computation of the image gradient. Although there are highly 

elaborated gradient filters, this step is intended for coarse point location only. A simple 

gradient operator, such as Prewitt, satisfies this initial criterion. Figure 4.20 shows a 

digital image of the experimental checkered pattern, as well as its 3D representation and 

corresponding gradient image.  
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Figure 4.20: Snapshot of experimental target image (middle-left); corresponding 3D intensity plot (top-

right) and corresponding 3D gradient plot (bottom-right). 

Remark 4.2:  LCD pixel gaps  

The 3D gradient graph in Figure 4.20 exhibits local maxima, not only 

around the target edges, but also in areas that map from high intensities 

pixels (white regions) on the LCD. This phenomenon reveals that the 

camera is able to recognize the small low intensity (black) gaps that 

physically separate LCD pixels, when sensing high intensity patterns on 

the LCD. This is also confirmed in the 3D intensity plot, where local 

minima are found in regions that map from high intensity LCD pixels. A 

robust algorithm is required to distinguish between real target edges and 

LCD pixels gaps, without data losses. 
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A valid 1D edge is defined in the gradient image as an array of pixels 

which, when read from left to right (row along X-axis) or from top to 

bottom (column along Y-axis), contains: a pixel with an intensity below a 

predefined low-intensity threshold, followed by a second pixel with an 

intensity above the predefined low-intensity threshold; then, (one or 

several pixels later) a gradient peak and finally (one or several pixels later) 

another pixel with an intensity below the low-intensity threshold, preceded 

by another one with an intensity above it. Figure 4.21 shows three 2D 

gradient curves, extracted from three consecutive rows (Row 1, Row 2 and 

Row 3) of an experimental target image. The pixels inside these rows 

contain information about a horizontal edge on the target image. Based on 

the previous definition, it can be stated that Row 2 presents a valid edge, 

starting at the fifth pixel (pixels in this figure are equally spaced, by 

increments of 1) and ending at the twelfth pixel (or thirteenth, depending 

the arbitrary value of the low-intensity threshold). Likewise, Row 3 

presents a valid edge starting at the sixth pixel and ending at the twelfth 

pixel. It is worth pointing out that the behavior of the discrete gradient 

values in rows 2 and 3 follow a similar pattern; this characteristic is 

desired as it can help repeatability in the curve-fitting process performed 

later in step 2. On the contrary, the gradient curve associated to Row 1 

does not satisfy the definition of a valid edge. The local maxima found in 

the area enclosed by the two arrows, in Figure 4.21, are clearly related to 

intensity transitions mapped from LCD pixel gaps. These transitions can 

be thought of as noise, and should not be confused with target edges for 

measurement purposes. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.21: 2D gradient curves for three consecutive rows of a checkered pattern image, covering a 

transition area of interest. 
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Step 2: Fine edge locus though Gaussian-curve fitting 

A fine edge location is achieved by calculating the 2D Gaussian curves that best 

fit the valid horizontal or vertical edges, in the gradient image (details on how to calculate 

a best fit Gaussian curve from experimental data are found in appendix C). The 2D 

Gaussian function is known to have the form 
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(4.37)
 

with mean µx, standard deviation σx and maximum amplitude AG. The independent 

variable x in (4.37) contains the X-coordinates of the pixels covering a valid horizontal 

edge defined in the gradient image. Then, for a valid horizontal edge located at row i, the 

coordinates of the edge on the image plane are (µx,i), where µx is the mean of the 

Gaussian curve that best fits the data points. The same procedure is followed when 

calculating the position of a vertical edge with sub-pixel resolution, but using pixels 

within vertical edges and fixing the value of the x-coordinate to the column under 

analysis. Therefore, a vertical edge located at column j, would be represented by the 

coordinates (j,µy), where µy is the mean of the best fit Gaussian curve. Similar to Method 

1, edges close to the intersection of the checkered pattern must be disregarded to avoid 

confusion and increase image processing times.  
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Figure 4.22: Results of Gaussian curve fitting applied to the gradient curves in Figure 4.21. 

The Gaussian curve fitting procedure is applied to the three rows of pixels 

presented in the gradient plots of Figure 4.21. The results are shown in Figure 4.22. 

According to the definition of a valid edge, given in Remark 4.2, row 1 (upper left) is not 

to be classified as an edge, as it is not clear which pixels should be included in the curve 

fitting process. Nevertheless, a pixel window [4,12]x  is selected for curve fitting in 

row 1, for comparison purposes. A gradient low-intensity threshold of 4 is set to define 

the pixel intervals for the edges in rows 2 and 3. This means that an edge in the gradient 

image should start at a pixel where the gradient ( ( ) /dI x dx ) is equal or lower than 4, it 
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should then go through a local gradient maximum, and finally go back to a pixel with a 

gradient value of 4 or lower.  As seen, the value of µx for row 1 (6.4441) is highly shifted 

towards the left in the X-axis, with respect to the values of µx for the other two rows 

(8.3729 and 8.7507), which is a consequence of incorrect edge identification. The 

definition of a “valid edge” helps to better locate the points where the checkered pattern 

transitions from one intensity quadrant to another, while avoiding confusions associated 

with the mapping of LCD pixel gaps. This is expected to improve repeatability in the 

measurements. Once the coordinates of all valid edges have been identified, these points 

are separated in two sets, DSE1 and DSE2 associated to two different lines. 

Step 3: Constrained curve fitting and target identification 

The location of the target is obtained by calculating the two perpendicular lines 

that best fit the data sets DSE1 and DSE2 collected in the previous step, and then 

analytically computing the intersection of these lines. This procedure is the same as the 

one explained in step 2 for Method 1. The relative target orientation, for Method 2, is 

calculated for a range of [-π/2,π/2] through (4.30). 

Experimental Results 

In theory the checkered pattern target presents several advantages with respect to 

the white cross-hairs, especially when using the local intensity gradient instead of the 

centroid formula for retrieving sub-pixel resolution information. Experimentally, 

however, some difficulties associated with inconsistent intensity-readings are 

encountered depending on the location of the target with respect to the CCD frame. 
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The problem is related to the amount of white area versus black area that the 

sensor sees at a given time, depending on the location of the target. If the in-plane 

position of the target is such that the intersection of the four quadrants is close to a corner 

of the CCD chip, the ratio between white LCD pixels and black LCD pixels detected by 

the sensor is not close to one. Whenever a large dark (low-intensity) region covers the 

majority of the FOV (as shown in Figure 4.23 (a)), the camera pixels become highly 

sensitive to any light-emitting sources almost regardless of the intensity of the source. In 

such cases, the CCD pixels are easily saturated yielding high intensity contrasts in the 

target image; this, in turn, results in strong peaks around the target edges in the gradient 

image (Figure 4.23 (b)). This effect is demonstrated in the 2D gradient plot of Figure 

4.24; as can be observed, high gradient peaks above 200 are easily retrieved from the 

gradient image around an edge while LCD pixel gaps are nearly undetectable.  

 

  

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.23: (a) Snapshot 1 of experimental checkered pattern target, taken using monochrome camera with 

lens aperture setting 1. (b) Corresponding gradient image.  
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Figure 4.24: 2D gradient curves for three consecutive rows, extract from Figure 4.23 (b), around an edge. 

On the other hand, whenever a bright (high-intensity) region covers the majority 

of the FOV, the overall light intensity perceived by the camera is high, and saturation 

does not occur as easily. Figure 4.25 (a) shows a snapshot of the same target presented in 

Figure 4.23, taken with the same camera and with the same lens aperture (lens aperture 

setting 1), but located at a different position with respect to the CCD frame. A simple 

visual comparison between Figure 4.23 (b) and Figure 4.25 (b) indicates inconsistent 

intensity mappings depending on the location of the checkered pattern with respect to the 

image plane. A close look at the 2D gradient curves, in Figure 4.26, also reveals intensity 

gradient peaks lower than 120, which implies low contrast in the original image. Finally, 

LCD pixel gaps are easily detected in the digital image, presenting another discrepancy in 

the mapping. 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 4.25: (a) Snapshot 2 of experimental checkered pattern target, taken using monochrome camera with 

lens aperture setting 1. (b) Corresponding gradient image. 

 

 

Figure 4.26: 2D gradient curves for three consecutive rows, extract from Figure 4.25 (b), around an edge. 

Hence, for this particular target, the sensor presents intensity inconsistencies when 

detecting the same target located at different positions with respect to the camera FOV. 

The white cross-hairs over a black background, on the contrary, offers a much more 
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homogenous pattern for the camera to detect. Consistent intensity readings are certainly a 

desired characteristic as accuracy and repeatability of the sub-pixel resolution algorithm 

depend on it. 

Concluding Remarks 

Two new methods for measuring the 3D absolute position of a dynamic target 

displayed on an LCD display were presented. Experimental results for the cross-hairs 

target show that measurement resolutions on the order of less than 2.5 microns are 

reliably achieved for planar motion, and smaller than 0.008° for in-plane rotation 

measurements. Although the image processing algorithm is capable of such resolution 

levels, displacement increments of the target image on the LCD are constrained to the 

size of an LCD pixel. Therefore, if motion commands are to be issued through dynamic 

target positioning for the new position control system described in Chapter Two, 

additional elements of the overall control scheme must be studied and utilized to achieve 

this goal. This topic is discussed in Chapter Six, where two new methods for sub-pixel 

command issuing are explained. In addition, experimental tests reveal better results when 

imaging a white cross-hairs over black background on the LCD screen through a CCD 

monochrome camera, compared with the checkered pattern. The cross-hairs pattern 

exhibits a more homogeneous intensity pattern to be mapped onto the CCD chip. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

MODELING OF SYSTEM DYNAMICS AND THE MULTI-FREQUENCY 

FEEDBACK LOOP 

The use of MTP presents clear advantages with respect to ordinary position 

control systems as it provides a robust way for estimating position without being affected 

by geometric errors of the machine. However, this method also presents a big challenge 

that must be overcome, in order to successfully achieve high performance levels. From a 

control system perspective, the biggest problem resides in the latency of the closed loop 

feedback signal, due to low frame acquisition rates and high image processing times. 

The goal of this chapter is to study the control system as a whole, and identify a 

specific strategy that will allow successful implementation of MTP in real machines. The 

first section - Stage Modeling and System Identification - is dedicated to the derivation of 

a mathematical model of the test-bed stage. In the second section - System Integration - 

full attention is given to the dynamic problems in visual servoing. Stability and regular 

operation of the control system are studied in the last section - Case Study: Model-based 

Vision Control System using a Single CAM- Single Image Processing Thread-

Configuration. 
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Stage Modeling and System Identification 

Servo Motor Modeling 

One of the main goals of the current project is to develop a control strategy that 

does not fully rely on a kinematic model of the machine to estimate the position of the 

point of interest (POI). However, as will be explained later, a mathematical 

representation of the machine is still required for prototyping and implementation. In 

general, a linear time-invariant (LTI) multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) system can 

be represented in the frequency domain through X(s) G(s)V(s) , where the output 

vector X(s) has n elements (i.e. there are n outputs), and the input vector V(s) has m 

elements (i.e. there are m inputs). It follows that 
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where the transfer function for the i-th subsystem is defined as ( )iX s  iG (s)V(s) . Given 

the fact that the dynamics of individual axes on the stage are decoupled, it is possible to 

rewrite the equation for the experimental MIMO system as 
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(5.2)

 

where each axis is a SISO systems of the form ( ) ( ) ( )i i iX s G s V s . The output vector in 

(5.2) actually represents the three motion axes of the stage, i.e. 
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   1 2 3

T T

ZX X X X Y  . The analysis that follows is conducted for one axis (X-

axis), only. Modeling and other considerations for the second- and third-axes (Y-axis and 

θZ-axis) can be obtained in a similar way as for the first one.  

 

 

Figure 5.1: Single axis model. 

Figure 5.1 shows a mechatronic model for a servo motor used to describe the 

dynamics of a single axis. The system, as shown in Figure 5.1, consists of an RL electric 

circuit with a power source Vin, a motor powered by the circuit, an inertial mass J subject 

to the motor output torque T, and a damper with damping coefficient b. The system’s 

equations are  
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(5.3)

  

with units as shown in Table 5.1.  
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Table 5.1: System parameters with corresponding units. 

Symbol Units Symbol Units 

Vin  V θ   rad 

R  ohms b   N-m-s 

i    A J   Kg-m
2
 

L   H Kt  N-m/A 

eb  V Kb  V-s 

T   N-m     

 

The first two equations in (5.3) are derived by applying Kirchhoff’s voltage law to 

the circuit under analysis and Newton’s second law for rotation to the inertial mass, 

respectively. The last two well-known equalities describe the relationship between the 

output torque and the circuit current through the torque constant Kt, and the relationship 

between the motor back EMF voltage and the angular velocity through the back EMF 

constant Kb. A transfer function for the system is obtained by defining the angular 

rotation of the shaft, θ, as the output, taking the input voltage as the input of the system 

and assuming zero initial conditions. The result is a third order system, namely  
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(5.4)
 

Assuming that the pole associated with the inductor dynamics is at least five times 

faster than the dominant system poles, this pole can be neglected and the system is 

reduced to a second order one. Then, the model for the servo dynamics becomes 
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(5.5) 
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System Identification: ARX Model 

This section presents the results obtained from the ARX system identification (SI) 

method, available in the LABVIEW SI Toolkit. In order to determine the parameters of 

the mathematical model, the servo motor must be stimulated by a known rich signal that 

should excite a wide range of frequencies. Ideally, the input signal should satisfy the 

persistent excitation (PE) condition, which would guarantee convergence of model 

parameters to the real parameters of the plant as t → ∞ (see chapter 4, section 4.3 in 

[76]). However, in the last section of this chapter it will be demonstrated that this strong 

requisite can be relaxed, and stability of the integrated system can be guaranteed as long 

as the error between the model and the plant is bounded.  

For this test, a rotary encoder is utilized to record the output signal, i.e. the 

rotational position of the shaft; the encoder sampling frequency is 1 kHz. The selected 

test signal is the chirp function shown in Figure 5.2, which excites the following 

frequencies: 20Hz, 12.5Hz, 10Hz, 3.3Hz, 2Hz, 1.25Hz, 1Hz and 0.5Hz. Each frequency 

is held constant for a period of 3 seconds, except for the last two (1Hz and 0.5Hz) which 

are held constant for 6 seconds each. A 30-second time frame is tested. After recording 

the system response to the input signal, an offline SI analysis is conducted. 
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Figure 5.2: Excitation signal. 

The ARX built-in function in the LABVIEW SI Toolkit provides a direct estimate 

of the model coefficients in the discrete domain. Before the results are presented, it is 

necessary to find a discrete representation of (5.5), which will allow an appropriate 

comparison between the output parameters from the built-in function and those in (5.5). 

In the time domain, (5.5) can be expressed as  

 
 ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )b t t inRJ t Rb K K t K V t     (5.6) 

 

which is a second order ODE (with
2

2

ˆ ˆˆ ˆ( ) , ( )d dt t
dt dt

    ). Using Euler’s backward 

approximation it is possible to write 
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which after rearranging can be written in the z-domain as 

 
1 2
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ˆ1 ( ) ( )ina z a z z b V z        (5.8) 

where 
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(5.9)

 

From (5.8) it is possible to directly relate the second order model with the output 

model of the ARX function, which is of the form 

  
1 2 ˆ1-1.91913 0.919123 ( ) 0.000892098 ( )inz z z V z      (5.10) 

The results are summarized in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Experimental results from ARX function. 

a1 -1.92 E+00 

a2 9.19 E-01 

b0 8.92 E-04 

 

Figure 5.3 shows the real output of the plant (recorded with the encoder) and the 

output of the discrete model when excited with the chirp function. The average absolute 

error over the 30-second test period is 29.3101 rad. This value is not necessarily a good 

indicator of the SI performance. The behavior of the error, between the real plant and the 

model, over time is usually a better indicator to assess performance of the SI method and 

is closely related to stability in model-aided control systems. These topics are covered in 

the last section of this chapter.  
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Figure 5.3: Plant (dashed line) response and ARX model (continuous line) response to chirp stimulus signal. 

 

System Integration 

The structure of the overall positioning system is shown in Figure 5.4, where C(s) 

is the controller’s transfer function and Gθ(s) is the ideal transfer function that describes 

the mathematical behavior of the motor with no errors. The coordinate transformation, 

from angular motion of the shaft to planar displacement of the stage, is assumed to be 

governed by the scalar factor LCAM with units of µm/rad. This factor is, of course, not 

required when modeling the rotary stage, i.e. θZ. Experimental results using a laser 

interferometer demonstrated that the angular rotation of the shaft is related to the planar 

displacement of the stage by a constant factor LCAM = 1000/8π µm/rad.  
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Figure 5.4: Vision-based control system. 

The final block in the diagram in Figure 5.4 is used to model the camera in the 

control loop. In this setup, the camera is represented by a time delay of T seconds 

associated with the sensor’s low frame rate and long image processing times. However, 

additional elements must be analyzed in order to properly understand the effects of the 

camera dynamics on the overall system. Let Δtc be the sampling period of the controller 

given in seconds, and 1
c

c

f
t




 be the controller’s operating frequency given in Hz. 

Based on the information given by the manufacturer, the camera image acquisition 

sampling period is known to have a value of ΔtCAM seconds. Hence,  1
CAM

CAM

f
t




 is 

the frequency at which images are acquired. The highest value between fc and fCAM is 

taken as the nominal frequency of the system.  

Two case studies are analyzed based on how the images acquired by the camera 

are handled. The first case is the single CAM- multiple image processing threads-

configuration. This case is shown in Figure 5.5, where all the images acquired by the 

camera are stored in a buffer that operates as a queue (based on the first-in first-out - 

FIFO - principle), without losses. The images are then processed by an array of graphic 

processing units (GPU), operating in parallel. In general, the vision block in either one of 
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the case studies consists of a digital camera, a buffer or a stack and one or multiple GPU 

units.  

In the first case, if fCAM = fc and the number of parallel GPU units is enough to 

maintain an update rate equal to fCAM in the feedback signal, then the feedback signal is 

only affected by an initial delay associated with the time required to process the first 

image. In Figure 5.5 this delay is represented in the discrete domain by k samples. If fCAM 

< fc, the controller frequency fc is taken as the system’s nominal frequency and the 

feedback signal from the vision block is not only delayed, but is also intermittent with 

respect to the controller’s output signal. 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Single CAM- multiple image processing threads-configuration. The feedback signal is delay in 

time, but has an updated rate equal to the controller’s frequency; i.e. it is continuous with respect to the 

controller’s output signal. 
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The second case under analysis is the single CAM- single image processing 

thread-configuration depicted in Figure 5.6, where a single GPU is used to process the 

images. Though this case further compromises stability of the control system, it is 

actually one of the most common configurations found in the literature due to hardware 

availability and low costs. The images acquired by the camera are stored in a stack, as 

opposed to a queue utilized in the first configuration. Even though the camera is capable 

of acquiring images at fCAM Hz, the GPU can only process the data and make it available 

to the control loop at a much lower frequency. This is usually attributed to the complexity 

of the image processing algorithm and hardware limitations. Then, the GPU reads the 

stack based on the last-in first-out (LIFO) principle every time it finishes processing one 

image; all other images that are stored in the stack in between GPU readings are lost. The 

consequence of this configuration is an intermittent and delayed feedback signal, even 

when fCAM = fc. 
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Figure 5.6: Single CAM- single image processing thread-configuration. The feedback signal is delay in 

time and is intermittent with respect to the controller’s output signal. In this example the frequency of the 

feedback signal is three times smaller than fc. 

Based on the two configurations in Figure 5.5 and Figure 5.6, the following two 

definitions follow.   

Definition 5.1: Delay Feedback Signal 

The feedback signal is said to be delayed if the information carried by this 

signal is recorded at some time tr, but is only available to the control 

system at some later time ta, with ta > tr. Further, this signal is updated in a 

discrete matter at the same frequency as the system’s nominal frequency, 

fnominal, containing at each discrete point new data.  

 

Definition 5.2: Intermittent Feedback Signal 

The feedback signal is said to be intermittent, if the frequency at which 

this signal is updated is lower than the system’s nominal frequency. 
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Stability Analysis of Time-delay System 

Though not always correct, the assumption that the feedback signal is only 

delayed in time and not intermittent is quite convenient for mathematical analysis and has 

therefore been followed in most visual servoing literature currently available [61, 77-79]. 

This assumption is also considered valid in this section in order to isolate and better 

understand the effects of delays in the control loop. Issues related to intermittencies in the 

feedback signal, and the multi-frequency nature of the visual servo loop when 

incorporating a model-based predictor to increase performance, are discussed afterwards.  

In order to properly examine the consequences of latencies in vision-based 

control, a mathematical representation of the plant is required. For analysis purposes it is 

assumed that the experimental model given by (5.10) characterizes the real servo motor 

with no errors and LCAM, as defined earlier, also represents the coordinate transformation 

from radians to linear motion on the stage without errors. Figure 5.7 shows the root locus 

and bode plots for the system of Figure 5.4 without considering the delay and using a 

proportional controller. The system’s roots never leave the left-hand side plane in (a), 

indicating that the system is stable for any gain value that the controller might take. This 

result is the same obtained from the bode plot in (b), showing infinite gain margin. The 

previous analysis is repeated in Figure 5.8 but this time considering the 0.25-seconds 

time delay. The value for the time delay is chosen based on the offline processing 

frequencies for the cross-hairs target. The negative gain margin in Figure 5.8 (b), Gm = -

0.17dB (0.98 linear units), already indicates that the resulting delayed system is unstable 

and that a proportional gain smaller or equal to 0.98 should be added to achieve stability. 
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The delay in the root locus plot of Figure 5.8 (a) is approximated by a third order 

polynomial using the pade function in MATLAB. This approximation yields even worse 

results, suggesting that the delayed system is stable for proportional gains smaller than 

0.0123 (smaller gain before system poles go into the right-hand side plane). It should be 

noted, though, that such mathematical approximations for simulating time delays are not 

considered appropriate for assessing system stability [80]; therefore, more importance 

should be given to the bode plot in Figure 5.8 (b) when evaluating stability.   

 

 

 
 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5.7: Experimental non-delayed plant: (a) root locus and (b) bode plot indicating infinite gain margin 

and Pm=17.3° (at 140 rad/sec). 
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(a) (b) 

Figure 5.8: Experimental plant with a 0.25sec delay: (a) root locus and (b) bode plot indicating Gm=-0.17dB 

(at 139 rad/sec) and Pm=-41.1° (at 140 rad/sec). 

The results presented in Figure 5.8 are confirmed experimentally when operating 

the stage under closed loop control using the cross-hairs target. Even when testing with a 

PI controller, with small proportional gains to assure stability and with slightly bigger 

integral gains to try to more rapidly bring the steady-state error to zero, the overall 

response is still sluggish and far away from the desired performance levels. It is 

important to stress that one of the main goals of the present project, aside from achieving 

the desired resolution levels through MTP, is to successfully create a new position control 

system to be used in machine tools. Thus, the overall system performance is not only 

determined by how fast the system reacts to the input reference, but more so by how 

accurate the resulting output motion is with respect to the reference signal. In fact, a 

constant velocity lag with respect to the reference signal does not affect the accuracy of 

the machine motion as long as this lag is maintained constant for all axes. Oscillations in 

the response, on the other hand, certainly represent an undesired behavior of a cutting 
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tool and therefore must be avoided. This, of course, implies that the dominant poles of the 

integrated system should only have negative real parts and no complex parts. One 

accurate observation that can be made from Figure 5.8 (a), also confirmed 

experimentally, is that without a proper control strategy the delayed system would 

present complex-conjugate dominant poles (i.e. oscillations) almost for any proportional 

controller gain. 

Case Study: Model-based Vision Control System using a Single CAM- Single Image 

Processing Thread-Configuration 

Single-Axis Position Control using a Smith Predictor Scheme 

Time delays in vision-based control systems have commonly been addressed 

through a Smith predictor scheme (see section 2.2 in [81], chapter 5 in [82] and [80, 83-

86]). Figure 5.9 shows the augmented control structure, where T̂  is an estimate of the 

real delay T, and S is the feedback signal. The plant dynamics G1(s) are modeled through 

the transfer function 1
ˆ ( )G s . Setting 1

ˆ ( )x X s  and Vin = V1(s), the relationship between 

the input voltage and the linear displacement of the stage along the X-axis is  

 

1
1

1

ˆ ( )ˆ ˆ( ) ( )
( )

CAM

X s
G s L G s

V s
 

 (5.11) 

where ˆ ( )G s  is described by (5.5). 
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Figure 5.9: Proposed Smith predictor control structure for experimental implementation. 

The proposed control scheme is expected to provide a robust basis for 

implementing MPT. An interesting characteristic about the diagram of Figure 5.9 is that 

the controller type is not specified. Hence, different controllers can be tested for different 

applications.  

The Multi-frequency Control System 

The Smith predictor scheme has been implemented in single-rate systems, where 

the assumption of a delayed, but still continuous, feedback signal is valid. Among the 

most relevant in depth analyses on the multi-frequency phenomenon (considering both 

the controller’s- as well as the vision block-frequencies) in visual servoing are the ones 

presented in [51, 87, 88]. Simulation and experimental results are provided in [88] and 

[51] to compare the behavior of the single-rate model, operating at the vision block 

frequency, with the behavior of the multi-rate system (both the controller’s- as well as the 

vision block-frequencies are taken into account). This approach, however, is focused on 

developing the necessary feedforward and feedback compensators to force the resulting 

multi-rate system to behave very close to the single-rate one. As such, the latency in 

feedback signal can indeed be treated as a unitary delay, and therefore it is modeled in the 
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z-domain through z
-1

. If the controller’s frequency is assumed to be the nominal 

frequency of operation, then the feedback signal from the vision block is intermittent. It 

will be shown that for the model-based visual-servo loop, this intermittently updated 

signal can be set to maintain its last value in-between updates; hence making it 

continuous with respect to the controller’s output signal. This approach is adopted in 

[89]: 

“In the case of an intermittent feedback, the delayed measurement is 

available only once every n time steps and model errors can only be 

corrected every n time steps. One solution is to store the correction factor 

and use it unchanged until the next measurement becomes available.” 

 

In [90] and [91] the authors deal with one type of control system, with similar 

characteristics as the one currently under analysis. The system is denoted as Model-based 

Networked Control System (MB-NCS). Given the fact that a network is used as the 

means to carry the feedback data, there exists a desire to reduce the amount of 

information that is sent over the network to prevent overload. Hence, two periods are 

purposely defined: one period when the feedback loop is not closed and the system 

operates based on the synthetic signal generated by the model, and a second period when 

the loop is closed and the data collected from the actual sensors is sent over the network 

and is used as the feedback signal. The system is therefore considered to be intermittent, 

although during both operating periods the feedback signal is continuous with respect to 

the controller’s output signal (taken as the reference signal). Stability of MB-NCS is 

demonstrated in these documents. However, the nature of MB-NCS differs from the 

system under analysis in that, in the former, the intermittent pattern is purposely 

introduced into the system and the feedback signal (whether actual or synthetic) is always 
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continuous with respect to the controller’s output signal. In the current case study only 

the synthetic feedback signal is continuous whereas the actual feedback signal, provided 

by the vision block, is intermittent. The intermittent pattern is not deliberately added, but 

is inherited from the proposed architecture. 

Previously, the controller’s sampling period was denoted as Δtc , given in seconds, 

and 1
c

c

f
t




 was defined as the controller’s operating frequency in Hz. For the 

configuration under analysis, the time required by the vision block to acquire and process 

a single target image is taken as one and is assumed to have a constant value of Ac Pt   

seconds. Hence, the vision block update frequency is defined as 
. . 1/ Ac P

V Bf t    Hz. The 

frequency at which the camera is capable of acquiring and storing images in the stack, 

fCAM, is irrelevant in the single CAM- single image processing thread-configuration as 

long as this frequency is at least double the frequency at which the GPU processes the 

digital images. Although one is likely to think that this condition is set to prevent aliasing 

when tracking the target on the LCD, this is actually not true as this ratio only applies as 

a precautionary measure between the camera sampling frequency and the GPU stack 

reading-frequency, and has nothing to do with the frequency at which the target image 

changes on the LCD. In Chapter Six it will be demonstrated that the aliasing problem is 

completely avoided in the experimental setup by updating the initial conditions of the 

model 1Ĝ  every time the target image is displaced on the LCD. It is assumed now that 

Ac P

ct Q t   , where 1Q   is a real constant, and therefore . .
c

V B

f
f

Q
  given in Hz. The 

first two graphs in Figure 5.10 ((a) and (b)) show the real position of the plant, X1, and 
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the estimated position from the model, 1X̂ , sampled at the controller’s frequency, fc, and 

plotted against the discrete variable i. In the absence of delays and in an ideal single rate 

system the feedback signal, S in Figure 5.9, would be  ˆ ˆ
i i i i is x x x x    . The real 

position, however, obtained from the camera is available only every k samples, and 

provides information about the plant k samples late. Then, for instance, at i = k the 

estimated feedback signal, Ŝ , is  0 0
ˆ ˆ ˆ

k ks x x x    (Figure 5.10 (c)). The approximate 

correcting factor  0 0
ˆx x  is applied during the entire interval  , 2i k k  until a new 

feedback point is generated by the vision block at 2i k . If the approximation is 

maintained, then in general 

 
    1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ
i i N k N k

s x x x
 

    (5.12) 

where   , 1i Nk N k   and 0N . To the author’s best knowledge, stability of the 

model-aided vision servo loop, affected by delays and intermittencies in the vision block 

feedback signal, has not been studied in the past. Stability of the overall system during 

  , 1i Nk N k  , denoted here as the faster time loop and corresponding to operation at 

the controller’s frequency in-between vision block updates, is demonstrated next. 

Stability of the overall system over the slower time loop Nk (for 0N ), where the 

transition of i from   , 1i Nk N k   to     1 , 2i N k N k    must be considered, is 

left as future work.  
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(a)  

(b)  

(c)  

Figure 5.10: Signals sampled at fc Hz: (a) Real position, (b) estimated position and (c) estimated feedback 

signal. 
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Let the error between the model output and the real plant be defined in the 

discrete domain as ˆ
i i id x x  . Hence, during the interval   , 1i Nk N k  , 

 1
ˆ ˆ
i i N k

s x d


   (Figure 5.11).   

 

 

Figure 5.11: Smith predictor control scheme without the controller. 

Now, let the model in Figure 5.11 be described in the discrete domain by 

 
111 12 0

1 21 22 1

ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ

ˆˆ ˆˆ ˆ

i i

i

i i

x xa a b
u

x xa a b





     
       
        

 
(5.13)

 

with parameters 11 22 0 1
ˆ ˆˆ ˆ , ,a a b b  , and input variable u. Under closed loop operation, 

the input variable becomes   1
ˆ ˆ

i i i i i N k
u r s r x d


      and therefore  

 
 

1

11

ˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

ii i

aug aug

N ki i

rx x

dx x





    
      

      
A B  

(5.14)
 

with 
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11 12 0 0 0

21 22 1 1 1

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
ˆ ˆ;

ˆ ˆ ˆˆ ˆ
aug aug

a a b b b

a a b b b

    
    

       

A B  
(5.15)

 

Bounded-input bounded-state stability of the closed-loop system in (5.14) is only 

guaranteed if the Eigen-values of ˆ
augA  lie inside the unitary circle in the complex plane, 

provided that both inputs ri and d(N-1)k are bounded. If the previous conditions are 

satisfied, the output of the plant defined as  

 ˆ
i i ix x d   (5.16) 

will also be stable, again under the assumption that di is bounded during 

  , 1i Nk N k  . It can be concluded that stable operation of the multi-rate system 

proposed here, requires the system identification method to guarantee that the error 

between the real output and the estimated output remains bounded; this implies id D , D 

an invariant set. If the controller is also considered, then the Eigen-values of the 

augmented closed-loop model, including the controller, must lie within the unitary circle 

in the complex plane (for a discrete system). Based on the definition it should also be 

noted that in the absence of delays the sub-optimal feedback signal, Ŝ , approaches the 

ideal feedback signal, S, as Q → 1 (where Q defines the relationship ΔtCAM = QΔtc). This 

happens when the frequency of the vision block approaches the controller’s frequency. 

For the feedback signal this implies 
1

ˆlim
Q

S S


 . 

An experimental test is conducted to validate the performance of the system 

identification procedure in the first section of this chapter - Stage Modeling and System 

Identification. The real servo motor and the model given in (5.10)  are excited by a step 
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input voltage ( ) 5 , 0inV t V t   for a period of 5 seconds. The two output signals are 

shown in Figure 5.12 (a); the absolute difference between these signals (the error) is 

shown in (b). The plot in Figure 5.12 (b) suggests that the experimental steady-state error 

does satisfy the boundedness condition as, after some time (around 4 seconds), it stops 

growing and seems to remain below an upper bound. 

 

(a)  

(b) 
 

Figure 5.12: (a) Step response: plant (dashed line) and ARX model (continuous line). (b) Error signal, eθ, 

calculated from step response. 
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Concluding Remarks 

The functionality of the Smith predictor scheme in visual servo-mechanisms has 

been described, including both analytical and practical details. Common dynamic 

problems present in most visual servo systems, such as such as delays and discontinuities 

in the feedback signal associated with the imaging sensor, were isolated and analyzed. 

Moreover, the requirements for stability were presented.  

The approximations and assumptions made in this chapter proved to be valid from 

a stability stand point. However, the implications of these in the performance of high 

resolution position control applications are still to be determined. These aspects are 

studied in Chapter Six. 
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CHAPTER SIX 

COMMAND ISSUING PROTOCOLS FOR HIGH RESOLUTION IN-PLANE 

POSITION CONTROL 

This chapter presents two new methods for generating motion commands using 

MPT Method 1, explained in Chapter Four. A distinction is made here between rotational 

commands and in-plane commands. Namely, rotational commands can be generated by 

simply setting the reference input signal to the control system to the desired value, not by 

rotating the displayed target pattern on the LCD screen. In-plane motion instructions, on 

the other hand, are given by moving or modulating the dynamic target on the LCD, and 

thereby creating a position error between the target and the principal point in the camera 

plane. The focus of this chapter is set on developing two command strategies for 2D 

motion, which are expected to optimize the use of the direct sensing capabilities of the 

sensor. The structure of the integrated single-axis control system, in the discrete domain, 

is shown in Figure 6.1. It is important to stress that the metrics for measuring system 

performance in visual servoing are not necessarily the same as those used in regular 

control loops [52]. Performance of regular control systems has been commonly 

determined based on bandwidth. Performance of model-aided vision-based systems is 

usually measured through other parameters, given the known bandwidth limitations of 

such systems. The parameter selected for assessing system performance in the proposed 

position control system aided by visual feedback is accuracy of output motion with 

respect to the desired trajectory. 
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A relevant observation to be made about visual-aided robotics, where the camera 

is mounted at the end effector of the tool (also denoted as in-hand camera robotics), is 

that the camera sees the position of the tool relative to the current fixed position of the 

object (see for example [92]). Motion of the robot does not affect the absolute position of 

the object being imaged. Considering the fact that the LCD is mounted on the moving 

stage, in the experimental setup presented in Chapter Four, it would be wrong to assume 

that the absolute position of the target displayed on the LCD remains constant. In this 

case, it is actually the reference coordinate system (the camera) the one that remains 

constant in the absence of rotations (θZ = 0°), and the camera sees ix  (see Figure 6.1) 

where 

 Target

i i ix x x   (6.1) 

 Target

ix  in (6.1) is the displacement of the target referenced to the LCD frame, with 

0 0Targetx  ; xi is the position of the stage with 0 0x  . The analysis presented here is one-

dimensional (only the X-axis is considered); however, the same results and considerations 

apply to both axes. From (6.1) it is clear that the displacement of the stage is governed by 

 Target

i i ix x x   (6.2) 
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Figure 6.1: Proposed Smith predictor control structure for experimental implementation of MTP, where 

  , 1i Nk N k   and 
0N  . 

Experimental results in Chapter Four demonstrated that sensor resolutions on the 

order of 2.5 µm can be reliably achieved through MPT Method 1. However, the smallest 

displacement increment in the position of the target on the LCD is limited by the size of 

one LCD pixel (or 1/3 of an LCD pixel, when considering horizontal displacement 

commands), which is considerably larger than the achievable resolution. Therefore, the 

primary goal is to command stage displacements as small as 2.5 µm, under the constraint 

that the value of Target

ix  in (6.2) is always a multiple of one LCD pixel. Two methods are 

presented next for generating displacement commands as small as 2.5 µm. The 

functionality of the first method, denoted as Embedded Digital Coding Protocol, is almost 

the same as that of a regular visual-tracker; i.e. the reference input signal in Figure 6.1, 

ref

ix , is always fixed to the principal point on the image plane. A digital code, embedded 

in the cross-hairs target image, is used to represent a desired offset value that is added to 
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ix . The second method combines visual-tracking and regular servo control, where the 

former implies the tracking of the target on the LCD and the latter implies a non-fixed 

reference. This method is denominated as Hybrid Command Generation Protocol. Other 

relevant modeling and synchronization considerations are also contemplated in this 

chapter, which lead to full MTP implementation. 

Command Issuing Protocols 

Embedded Digital Coding Protocol 

The idea behind this method is to combine both the analog cross-hairs signal with 

a digital code embedded in the target image. The position of the target is still determined 

through MPT Method 1 and the control system operates as a tracking device.  

 

 

Figure 6.2: Single axis command issuing through image-embedded digital offset code. 
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A 2D offset value is purposely subtracted from the position of the target as 

imaged by the camera, to generate tracking errors smaller than one LCD pixel (or 1/3 of 

an LCD pixel for horizontal displacement commands), as shown in Figure 6.3. The 

magnitude of the offset is defined through a digital code embedded in the target image 

and can be thought of as a signal entering the control loop through the vision block as 

shown in Figure 6.2. The position of the stage is redefined as  

 Target offset

i i i ix x x x    (6.3) 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Tracking 2D error represented on image plane. 

The cross-hairs target in Figure 6.4 (a) presents an embedded digital code in the 

area enclosed by the dashed line. The offset value for horizontal displacement commands 

is generated through the array of pixels labeled as “Binary Code – LCD X-axis” in Figure 

6.4 (b). Similarly, the offset value for vertical displacement commands is generated 

through the array of pixels labeled as “Binary Code – LCD Y-axis”. Different colors are 
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used for illustration purposes to highlight the startbits used to identify the beginning of 

the sequence, the word-bits used to represent the offset value, and the parity-bits at the 

end of the sequence used to check for errors.  

 

(a)  

(b) 
 

Figure 6.4: (a) Theoretical LCD target with binary code; (b) zoomed-in 11x11 pixel-area highlighted in 

theoretical target though dashed line. 
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If the camera orientation is aligned with the LCD, i.e. if θZ = 0, then the binary 

code along the LCD X-axis must be read column-wise on the digital image, as 

demonstrated by the small dashed arrows in Figure 6.4 (b). As with any other digital 

signal read in time, or in space as is the case here, the first step consists in indentifying 

the startbits of the sequence. Once the startbits have been identified (read), the remaining 

bits on the signal are read in discrete steps proceeding from left to right as illustrated by 

the dashed arrows on the same figure. The most significant bit follows right after the 

startbits. The size of the discrete step that determines the location on the image where the 

next reading must be performed (i.e. the spacing between the dashed lines in Figure 6.4 

(b) where a bit-reading occurs) is based on the LCD pixel size and the optical 

magnification of the vision system; therefore these values must be known a priori. The 

binary code along the LCD Y-axis, on the other hand, must be read row-wise on the 

digital image assuming θZ = 0. As shown in Chapter Four, an estimated value of the 

target’s orientation with respect to the camera coordinate system is known before the 

entire image is processed. Hence for θZ ≠ 0, the reading of the digital code must simply 

follow the estimated target orientation. 

It is required to represent offset values that are multiples of 2.5 µm, the 

achievable sensor resolution. The total number of pixels needed to generate the offset 

depends on the LCD pixel geometry. For horizontal displacement commands it is known 

that the smallest displacement of the target on the LCD is 1/3 of an LCD pixel. Therefore, 

offset values in (6.3) should range from 1/3 of a pixel to 2.5 µm. For the case of vertical 

displacement commands, the range of offset values must cover from 1 LCD pixel to 2.5 
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µm. Table 6.1 shows the number of bits required to span the experimental ranges, for an 

LCD pixel size of 294x294 µm.  

Table 6.1: Digital code range. 

 
Offset Range [µm] 

Experimental Pixel Size 

(294x294 µm) 

Required # of codes 

(rounded to biggest integer) 

Minimum 

# of bits 

X-axis 1/3 LCD pixel - 2.5 µm 98 – 2.5 = 95.5 µm Int(95.5/3) = 32 5 

Y-axis 1 LCD pixel - 2.5 µm 294 – 2.5 = 291.5 µm Int(291.5/3) = 98 7 

 

The intensity modulation corresponding to each binary code is presented in Figure 

6.5. Every binary code consists of a sequence of bits which are never the same. The 

startbits in Figure 6.5, which are always the same and act as a reference for the readings, 

require 5 pixels (bits). Binary codes 1 and 0, used to represent the parity-bits and the 

commands ranging according to the values in Table 6.1, only require 3 pixels (bits).    

 

 

Figure 6.5: Intensity modulation. 

Excluding the startbits each binary code read column-wise for the digital 

command expressed along the LCD X-axis, is made of three pixels, each of them 
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corresponding to a bit (Figure 6.4 (b)). Again excluding the startbits, each binary code 

read row-wise for the digital command expressed along the LCD Y-axis, is made of a 

single pixel; the three stripes of which correspond to a bit. This topology follows, of 

course, from the physical characteristics of LCD pixels, explained in Chapter Four. 

Consequently, the startbits for the LCD X-axis digital code require 5 pixels (5 bits), 

whereas the startbits for the LCD Y-axis digital code require at least 2 pixels, or 3 if the 

code is centered at given pixel column as shown Figure 6.4 (b). The parity-bits should be 

set to binary code 1 if the number of binary ones in the offset word is even; the parity-bits 

should be set to binary code 0 otherwise. Parity bits are commonly used for error 

detection in the reading of digital signals. 

Hybrid Command Generation Protocol 

In the hybrid command generation protocol, commands equal to a multiple of one 

LCD pixel (or 1/3 of a pixel for the case of horizontal displacement commands) are 

issued by moving the target on the LCD by that specific distance, and setting the 

reference on the image plane to the origin (i.e. PP). In this case the control system 

operates as a regular tracking system. For commands smaller than one LCD pixel or not 

equal to an integer multiple of pixels, the target is displaced by the smallest integer 

number of pixels that is larger than the desired commanded displacement and the 

reference signal is set to a value different than PP; the value of the reference is less than 1 

LCD pixel size. Figure 6.6 shows the proposed control structure, where the reference 

signal to the control system is defined as ref Target finex x x  . The value finex  is the desired 
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displacement command, where 1finex   LCD pixel. Convergence of x (position of the 

stage) to finex  when setting ref Target finex x x   is demonstrated in the next section.   

 

 

Figure 6.6: Single axis command issuing through hybrid protocol. 

Consider, for example, an array of 2D displacement commands 

 fine fine fine fine fine fine

1 2 3 4 5X = x ,x ,x ,x ,x  as the one in Figure 6.7. The time diagram in Figure 

6.8 shows the times at which each command in the 2D displacement array is issued to the 

control loop for both protocols (e.g. fine

1x  is issued at 1xt ). Commands issued through the 

embedded digital coding protocol are read only after the vision block has acquired and 

processed the corresponding target image; in the diagram this equals to Ac Pt   seconds. 

This means that fine commands in the embedded digital coding protocol enter the control 

loop through the vision block and are threfore issued at the vision block frequency. 

Commands issued through the hybrid method enter the control loop through the reference 
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signal; this permits operation at the controller’s frequency during the processing of the 

entire set. 

 

 

Figure 6.7: Array of 2D displacement commands composed of five commands with entries smaller than 1/3 

of an LCD pixel in X, and 1 full pixel in Y.     

 

 

Figure 6.8: Comparison of two time diagrams associated with the two new command generation methods 

when issuing the 2D displacement commands shown in Figure 6.7. 
 

mH , in Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.6, is used to calculate vectors Target
x  and fine

x , 

according to a predefined path plan. Simulation results for both methods are presented 
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later in this chapter to demonstrate what vectors Target
x  and fine

x  look like for a generic 

path plan. Experimental results are also presented for in-plane motion control using the 

hybrid command generation protocol, only. Before this, it is important to identify the 

necessary conditions for the model to provide adequate estimates of the plant states at 

each point in time, for both methods. At the same time, full implementation of MTP 

requires dedicated hardware equipment running independent processing threads. These 

threads share information over a dedicated network, and must be synchronized for correct 

operation. The next two sections cover some important details on modeling and the multi-

thread processing configuration required for experimental implementation of MTP.  

Modeling Considerations 

The implications of delays and intermittencies in the feedback signal were studied 

in detail in Chapter Five and will not be considered in the rest of the current chapter. Full 

attention is now paid to introducing the necessary adaptations to make the estimated 

value ˆ
ix  behave as ix  in Figure 6.1.  

 

 

Figure 6.9: Single-axis servo motor operating under closed-loop control. 
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Let a system, utilized for closed-loop position control of a servo motor, be 

represented by the block diagram in Figure 6.9. From Chapter Five (see (5.5) and (5.11)) 

it is known that 

 0

2

1

( )
( )

( )

bX s
G s

V s s a s
 


 

(6.4)
 

with
 0 1,b a  . Therefore 

 0

2

1 0

( )

( )ref

bX s

X s s a s b


 
 

(6.5)
 

The differential equation associated with (6.5) is 

 1 0 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( )refx t a x t b x t b x t  
 (6.6) 

with 
2

2( ) , ( )dx d xx t x t
dt dt

  . The general solution to (6.6) is 

 1 2

0 1( )
r t r t refx t C e C e x    (6.7) 

with 0 1 1 2 1 2 1 2, , , , , 0,C C r r r r r r   , assuming a stable non-oscillatory system.  

 

 

≡ 

 

Figure 6.10: Simplified visual servo loop. 

For analysis purposes, let the hybrid protocol be chosen for command issuing at 

this point. Ignoring the Smith predictor, the controller and the effects of the camera 
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dynamics, the visual servo loop of Figure 6.1, can be represented by either one of the 

diagrams in Figure 6.10 with ref Target finex x x  . The value finex  is the desired 

displacement command, where 1finex   LCD pixel. The structure of the right-hand side 

diagram in Figure 6.10 is equivalent to the one in Figure 6.9, and therefore its general 

solution has the same form as (6.7). Given the initial conditions (0) 0, (0) 0x x  , it 

follows that 2
0

1 2

finer
C x

r r
    

 and 1
1

2 1

finer
C x

r r
    

. Hence, 

 1 22 1

1 2 2 1

( ) 1
r t r tfine r r

x t x e e
r r r r

 
   

  
 

(6.8) 

Equation (6.8) indicates that the position of the stage along the X-axis converges 

exponentially to finex , as desired. From the left-hand side diagram in Figure 6.10, it 

follows that 

 1 22 1

1 2 2 1

( ) 1
r t r tTarget fine r r

x t x x e e
r r r r

 
    

  
 

(6.9) 

The value of x  is now well defined for the required reference signal 

ref Target finex x x   to command the stage to move by finex  µm. It is now necessary to 

determine the conditions to make the model Ĝ , in Figure 6.1, provide an appropriate 

estimate of x . Let it be assumed that the model Ĝ  satisfies the boundedness condition 

given at the end of Chapter Five, which guarantees stability of the augmented multi-

frequency loop (this assumption could not be contradicted based on the experimental test 

presented in Figure 5.12 in Chapter Five and is therefore still considered valid). Further, 
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let the differential equation associated with Ĝ , for a reference signal  ref Target finex x x  , 

be  

 
 1 2ˆ ˆ

0 1
ˆ ˆˆ( )

r t r t Target finex t C e C e x x   
 (6.10) 

with 
2 2

0 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ, , , , , 0, , 1, 2, 1, 2C C r r r r r r r r B r r B B B         . For 

initial conditions ˆ ˆ(0) , (0) 0Targetx x x  , it is possible to calculate 2
0

1 2

ˆˆ
ˆ ˆ

finer
C x

r r
    

 

and 1
1

2 1

ˆˆ
ˆ ˆ

finer
C x

r r
    

, and the solution to (6.10)  becomes 

 1 2ˆ ˆ2 1

1 2 2 1

ˆ ˆ
ˆ( ) 1

ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ

r t r tTarget fine r r
x t x x e e

r r r r

 
    

  
 

(6.11) 

 A direct comparison between (6.9) and (6.11) demonstrates that, if the initial 

conditions of the model Ĝ  are updated according to the latest position of the target as 

imaged by the camera, Targetx , then ˆ( )x t  is indeed an estimate of ( )x t . It is worth 

pointing out that finex  can be calculated in advance for all values of Target
x  belonging to a 

predefined path. The input vectors  (0) (0)x x



I.C.

x  in Figure 6.1, Figure 6.2 and 

Figure 6.6 illustrate the initialization of the model states. Similarly, for the embedded 

digital coding method it can be demonstrated that the initial conditions of the model must 

be set to ˆ ˆ(0) , (0) 0Target offsetx x x x   , in order for x̂  to be an estimate of ( )offsetx t  in 

Figure 6.2. 

In general a 2-D displacement command, target
x , must consider the orientation of 

the camera coordinate frame with respect to the stage, θZ. Therefore, a displacement 
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command target
x  to be issued through the cross-hairs target on the LCD requires a 

displacement of the target image, target
x , referenced to the LCD plane. These two 

quantities are related through a rotation matrix RθZ, i.e. target target

θZx R x . 

Multi-thread Synchronization 

It is important to stress that the update in the model states should only occur right 

after the position of the cross-hairs has changed with respect to the LCD frame. Hence, 

adequate command issuing through the proposed methods can only be achieved if the 

host thread, in charge of generating and displaying the dynamic target, and the control 

thread, where the model-based closed-loop system is run, are synchronized (Figure 6.11). 

The control thread in the experimental setup runs on a real-time controller with an 

integrated Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA); the controller is utilized to drive all 

three servo motors associated with the three motion axes. Image acquisition is achieved 

using a Firewire camera connected to a second dedicated hardware-device, where the 

vision thread runs. Finally, the host thread is run on a stand-alone computer that generates 

the required target patterns to be displayed on the LCD screen. Communication between 

the three components (threads) is achieved through a dedicated Ethernet network. 

Appendix D provides more details on the components associated with each thread, as 

well as the corresponding software applications programmed using LABVIEW software.  
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Figure 6.11: Communication scheme of the three independent threads required for MTP implementation. 

Only one axis is considered for illustration purposes.  

In practice, synchronization must be enforced between the host thread and the 

control thread. Once a new target imaged has been displayed, the host thread must notify 

the control thread so that the latter updates both the initial conditions of the model and the 

reference signal (the reference signal must be updated only in the hybrid command 

issuing protocol when x
ref

 ≠ 0). The time diagram in Figure 6.12 shows how the three 

processing threads operate in a synchronized matter. Communication times between 

threads are considered to be small, with respect to other processing times, and are 

assumed to be negligible in the analysis that follows. Before t0 the position of the target 

image, as displayed on the LCD, must coincide with PP on the image plane. At t0 the host 

thread displays a new target image, Targetx . Once the image has been updated on the LCD, 

the vision thread starts the acquisition process at 0

Dt , and I.C.x  and refx  are updated at 

0

updatet  in the control thread (with 0 0

D updatet t ). At this point the stage starts moving 
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according to the initial conditions of the model, and the control effort tries to bring the 

model states to the reference position. If the resulting velocity from the control effort is 

too high the tracking error will be reduced to zero rapidly. In Figure 6.12 it takes the 

control system 
0

finet
 
seconds to bring the tracking error to zero, according to the model 

feedback signal. The stage then waits motionless for 
0

waitt  seconds until a new target 

image is displayed at t1. This wait time is actually a drawback as it introduces 

discontinuities in the axis velocity (simulation results, presented later, validate this 

claim).  

 

 

Figure 6.12: Multi-thread time diagram. 
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Hence, there exists a need to either reduce the output velocity, which would in 

turn increase 
0

finet  and reduce 
0

waitt , or increase the rate at which the target image is 

displaced on the LCD, or both. If, for a given desired trajectory, the frequency at which 

the target image is displaced on the LCD is too high, the control system would operate 

based mainly on the synthetic feedback signal over the entire path, not taking full 

advantage of the direct sensing capabilities of the vision sensor. On the other hand, low 

target update frequencies would cause long wait times making the output motion 

intermittent and yielding discontinuities in the velocity curve. Ideally, the position of the 

target on the LCD should be updated at a similar rate as the vision block update 

frequency. In Figure 6.12 the time required by the vision block to acquire and process a 

target image is assumed to be constant and has a value of Ac Pt   seconds; hence, the 

vision block update frequency is approximately 1/ Ac Pt   Hz. In such case, when 

tracking the target over a predefined path plan it is desired to enforce 

 . .

. .

1T P

V B

f

f
  

(6.12)
 

where fT.P. is the frequency at which the target position is updated on the LCD, and 

. . 1/ Ac P

V Bf t   . In practice, fV.B. is not constant and an average can be calculated from 

experimental data and used for this purpose. In addition to condition (6.12), the velocity 

of the output motion must also be regulated to increase the value of 0

finet , in Figure 6.12, 

and maintain continuous motion, i.e. avoid discontinuities in the output velocity. If these 

two conditions are enforced, the output motion and output velocity are expected to be 

smooth curves over a predefined path plan.         
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The time diagram in Figure 6.13 shows ideal operation of the three parallel 

threads with no wait times. It is important to point out that the vision thread captures and 

processes target images whenever these are available and the correcting factor, 

( 1) ( 1) ( 1)
ˆ

N k N k N kd x x     (see Figure 6.1), occurs asynchronously without affecting the 

operation of the other two threads. For example, at 
0

updatet  in Figure 6.13 the control thread 

records the current state of the model, 
0x̂ . During the interval 0 0,update correctt t  the control 

loop operates based on the model feedback signal, only. At 
0

correctt  the vision block 

provides feedback about the actual state of the plant at 
0

updatet , namely 0x . During the 

interval 0 1,correct correctt t  a correcting factor of 0 0 0
ˆd x x   is applied to the model feedback 

signal. It should be observed that 
1

updatet , the time associated with the second update on the 

target image, occurs before  
0

correctt . From a stability stand point this aspect does not affect 

the control loop. In fact, if  
0

correctt  would have occurred before  
1

updatet  in the time diagram, 

it would have only caused the correcting factor to happen at an earlier point in time. 

Similarly, at  
0

correctt  the control thread stores the current state of the model, 1x̂ , which is 

later used during the interval 1 2,correct correctt t  to correct for modeling discrepancies.              
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Figure 6.13: Time diagram – asynchronous modeling correction.   

 

Remark 6.1: Bandwidth of the Model-aided Vision-based Control Loop 

In order to increase the control system bandwidth, while satisfying 

condition (6.12) and avoiding intermittent motion, it is necessary to reduce 

the image acquisition and image processing times associated with the 

vision block. 
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Simulation Results 

A basic path plan for fine in-plane displacement is generated. Figure 6.14 shows 

the desired motion for each axis in (a), and the resulting path in the motion plane in (b). 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.14: Experimental path plan. (a) Arrays X (thick trace) and Y (thin trace) plotted against the discrete 

variable i, with each array containing 471 points. (b) Array Y plotted against array X.   
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Simulation results presented next are characterized by the selection of specific 

vision block frequencies for each test. Hence, the first step consists in defining fV.B. and 

then setting fT.P. to a slightly smaller value, such that (6.12) is satisfied. Discrepancies 

between the model and the real plant are not accounted for in simulation. An initial 

simulation test is carried out for an ideal single rate system, where the vision block is 

capable of operating at the controller’s frequency. These results are used to compare the 

performance and tuning parameters of the ideal system with those of the simulated and 

experimental systems subject to multiple feedback rates. The results of the ideal system 

are shown in Figure 6.15, when using a PI controller with gains Px=200 and 

Ti,x=0.001min (X-axis); Py=400 and Ti,y=0.001min (Y-axis). The maximum deviation 

between the desired path and the output path is found to be less than 3 µm, and is 

highlighted by the rectangle in (a). The output velocity of the X-axis is shown in (b). 
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(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.15: Simulation results for an ideal single-rate system operating at 1 kHz with PI Gains: Px=200 

and Ti,x=0.001min; Py=400 and Ti,y=0.001min. (a) Desired in-plane motion and simulation output plotted 

on same graph. Highlighted rectangular area shows biggest deviation between desired and simulated 

motion. (b) Output velocity, X-axis.  

Embedded Digital Coding Protocol – Simulation Results 

Simulation results in Figure 6.16 correspond to a system where commands are 

issued by displaying a target image that carries an embedded digital code. The controller 

in this simulation runs at 1 kHz while the vision block is only capable of providing a 

feedback at 2.5 Hz. The graph in (a) shows that it is possible to obtain a similar output 

motion as the one for the ideal case through a significant decrease in the controller gains. 
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The effects of long wait times are evident in (b). As expected, the velocity curve is highly 

discontinuous. Moreover, it takes approximately 188 seconds for the X-axis to travel 

through the entire path; it only takes less than 2.4 seconds for the ideal single-rate 

position loop to cover the same displacement (Figure 6.15 (b)). 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.16: Simulation results for a multi-frequency system, where the controller runs at 1 kHz, and the 

vision block provides feedback signals at 2.5 Hz. PI gains: Px=20 and Ti,x=0.1min; Py=20 and Ti,y=0.1min. 

(a) Desired in-plane motion and simulation output plotted on same graph. Highlighted rectangular area 

shows biggest deviation between desired and simulated motion. (b) Output velocity, X-axis. 
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Hybrid Command Issuing – Simulation Results 

The path plan for X and Y displacement utilized in this test is the same as the one 

used in the previous method, and is presented in Figure 6.17 (a) and Figure 6.18 (a), 

respectively (continuous traces). The discontinuous traces in these plots correspond to the 

2D position of the target image on the LCD, required to represent Target
x  throughout the 

path for the hybrid command protocol. Figure 6.17 (b) and Figure 6.18 (b) show the 

values of the reference signals for the X- and Y-axes to the control system. As expected, 

the reference signals are bounded by the size of an LCD pixel: ± 98 µm (1/3 of a pixel) 

for X-axis motion and ± 294 µm (1 full pixel) for Y-axis motion.   
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(a) 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 6.17: (a) X-axis path plan (continuous trace) and corresponding target position on LCD. (b) 

Reference control-signal required for path plan.  
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(a) 
 

(b) 

 

Figure 6.18: (a) Y-axis path plan (continuous trace) and corresponding target position on LCD. (b) 

Reference control-signal required for path plan. 

Simulation is conducted using again a controller operating at 1 KHz and a vision-

block providing feedback at 2.5 Hz. Figure 6.19 (a) shows a similar result as the one 

obtained for the embedded digital code, when using the same PI gains. The biggest 

difference between the two command protocols is evident when comparing the velocity 

response of the stage X-axis; clearly the wait times during which the stage remains 

stationary are highly reduced with the hybrid method. This in turn yields fewer 

discontinuities in the velocity pattern as illustrated in Figure 6.19 (b). The magnitude of 
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the velocity peaks in (b), which is around 1500 µm/s, is also closer to the continuous 

magnitude of the ideal velocity pattern in Figure 6.15 (b), which is approximately 2500 

µm/s. The total time for the control system to complete the path along the X-axis is 

approximately 34.5 seconds, which is again an improvement with respect to the 188 

seconds (approximately) required by the embedded digital code method.  

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.19: Simulation results for a multi-frequency system, where the controller runs at 1 kHz, and the 

vision block provides feedback signals at 2.5 Hz. PI gains: Px=20 and Ti,x=0min; Py=20 and Ti,y=0.1min. (a) 

Desired in-plane motion and simulation output plotted on same graph. Highlighted rectangular area shows 

biggest deviation between desired and simulated motion. (b) Output velocity, X-axis. 
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Experimental Implementation: Hybrid Command Issuing 

Modeling and Operation at Low Speeds 

The linear model for the servo motors, obtained through system identification in 

Chapter Five, is actually a mathematical representation of the table dynamics (the rotary 

stage, part of the camera mount, is not considered here). The model inertial mass 

represents the equivalent reflected inertia of the entire structure and includes the inertias 

of the leadscrew and couplings, the motor rotor, and the masses of the table and drive nut 

coupled through the mechanical drive ratio defined by the pitch of the leadscrew (Figure 

6.20). Deviations between the linear model and the real electromechanical plant are small 

at medium output motion speeds. At lower speeds, however, the un-modeled nonlinear 

dynamics associated with friction between moving parts causes the model output to be 

less accurate with respect to the real plant. As stated in [93], friction has been commonly 

modeled through static + kinetic + viscous components, in engineering literature:  

“There are many models built to explain the friction phenomenon. In 

engineering the classical static + kinetic + viscous friction model is 

commonly used. This model has basically three components that are 

Coulomb friction, viscous component and static force...” “First, Coulomb 

friction depends only on the sign of the velocity. On the other hand 

viscous friction, which is caused by the usage of lubricant, is proportional 

with the velocity. Static friction represents the force needed to initiate 

motion from rest and it is usually larger than Coulomb friction. If a system 

is characterized by combination of viscous friction Coulomb friction and 

static friction, it will produce a friction characteristic as function of system 

velocity.” (see Figure 6.21).  

 

Additional details on modeling tools and compensation in machines subject to 

friction can be found in [94].  
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Figure 6.20: Servo motor, leadscrew and couplings of experimental table. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.21: Friction vs. velocity curve. 
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If the input voltage to the servo motor is not enough to produce sufficient torque 

to overcome static friction and initiate motion and no friction modeling is conducted, the 

control effort only affects the model states while the actual tool remains stationary. Let 

the very moment when the vision block provides feedback about the relative position of 

the stage, with respect to the camera frame, be considered as a reference point in time. To 

be consistent with previous nomenclature, let this point be denoted as 
0

correctt . Further, let 

it be assumed that the error between the actual relative position of the stage (feedback 

signal) and the control reference is large. During the interval 0 1,correct correctt t  the model 

states are driven such that the control error is minimized according to the controller gains. 

If the control effort is not sufficient to make the stage move but is enough to bring the 

error between the model output and the control reference to zero before 
1

correctt , then the 

control effort would stop at some point before 
1

correctt  without causing any changes to the 

position of the tool. Before 
1

correctt , right after the control error has been reduced to zero, 

the accumulative counter associated with the controller’s integral action is reset. Hence, 

not even the integral action in charge of reducing the steady state error would provide the 

additional increase in output voltage to make the stage move. At 
1

correctt  the vision block 

indicates that the position error remains the same as the one reported at 
0

correctt , and the 

same cycle begins once again with no effect on the actual position of the stage. A direct 

consequence of not addressing friction in model-based control applications with 

intermittent and delay feedback, is that the control system might enter an infinite loop 
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where the tool remains stationary and only the model states are modified by the 

controller.    

 

 

Figure 6.22: Experimental in-plane motion when using a voltage threshold of 1.25 V (same for both axes) 

to account for friction nonlinearities.  

A simple experimental test is run in the XYθZ stage to determine a threshold value 

for the controller’s output voltage required to generate sufficient torque in the motor to 

overcome static friction. The test consists of recording the input voltage to the servos 

needed to initiate motion from a standstill, and repeat this procedure several times to 

generate a sample. An average is then calculated from the sample and is set as the voltage 

threshold required to initiate motion. If the controller’s output voltage is below the 

threshold the model states are copied from the previous iteration emulating motionless 

conditions of the table. On the other hand, if the output voltage is above the threshold the 

model obtained in Chapter Five is used to estimate the current position of the plant. 

Figure 6.22 shows the results obtained when setting a threshold voltage of 1.25 V on the 
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controllers output signals for both axes. As expected, this approach is insufficient to 

properly describe the behavior of the plant at low speeds, and additional measures are 

required. 

Nonlinear Modeling through Leadscrew Rotating Threshold 

Ideally, friction should be accounted for through modeling. An alternative 

approach is adopted, where a rotary encoder is utilized to identify the point when static 

friction is overcome and motion initiates. The nonlinear model operates based on the 

encoder feedback signal, denoted as EN (Figure 6.23). If EN does not change between 

subsequent iterations, the model states are simply copied from the previous iteration. On 

the other hand if 0EN  , the linear model obtained in Chapter Five is used to estimate 

the current position of the plant in-between vision block updates. Figure 6.23 shows the 

schematic of the nonlinear model aided by the encoder signal. The model Ĝ  is expressed 

in the state space form and in the discrete domain as 

 
,

ˆ ˆ

ˆ ˆ

in i

i
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(6.13)
 

where matrix 2 2xA  and vectors 2 1 1 2,x xB C  have constant entries (LTI model). The 

nonlinear operation of the model is summarized through   
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Figure 6.23: Nonlinear modeling aided by auxiliary encoder input. 

  It is important to point out here that the encoder signal is not used as position 

feedback to the controller. Therefore, the direct sensing nature of the vision-based control 

loop is not altered, nor is it enhanced through the encoder in Figure 6.23. 

Experimental Results: Non-compensated System 

A stock system, like the one in Figure 6.23, is tested using the hybrid command 

issuing protocol. Initial experimental results of the stock system, when using the same 

controller gains as the ones used for simulation in Figure 6.19, were found to be 

extremely inaccurate. Therefore, experimental controller gains are further decreased to Px 

= 5, Tix = 0.01 min, Tdx = 0.007 min, Py = 5 and Tdy = 0.007 min. The experimental 

update frequency of the target on the LCD is fT.P. = 0.572785 Hz, whereas the 

experimental (average) vision block feedback frequency is fV.B. = 0.872723 Hz, yielding 
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f
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 . Though all experimental results presented next correspond to closed 

loop operation of the stage through MTP and using the hybrid command issuing protocol, 

the experimental data is actually collected through rotary encoders attached directly to the 

stage axes. This allows evaluation of performance of the proposed system by means of 

external sensors. As such, these rotary encoders are only used for data collection and 

offline analysis. 

In order to avoid integral wind-up associated with the controller’s integral gain, a 

reset threshold of 1 rad (approximately 40 um) is set on the accumulative counter. 

Integral wind-up usually occurs when a large reference is issued and the controller’s 

integral term accumulates a large error while the control system tries to follow the 

reference. Such large accumulated value usually causes the control variable to overshoot. 

Despite taking this precaution, the 2D output displacement of the stage shown in Figure 

6.24 (a) is still highly deviated from the desired hysteresis pattern and further 

modifications to the experimental configuration are required. The velocity pattern in 

Figure 6.24 (b) also demonstrates that the control loop is affected by noise. This aspect is 

in part attributed to the controller’s derivative gain (Tdx=0.007). The derivative gain, 

however, is required to slow down the output motion and avoid wait times, i.e. 

discontinuities in the velocity pattern. If no penalty is imposed on the output velocity 

through the derivative gain, the output velocity curve would present more discontinuities 

and could look similar to the curve in Figure 6.16 (b).  
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(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.24: Experimental results of the stock system, where the controller runs at 1 kHz, and the vision 

block provides feedback signals at 0.872723  Hz. Controller gains: Px=5, Tix=0.01min, Tdx=0.007min, Py=5 

and Tdy=0.007min. (a) Desired and experimental in-plane motion plotted on same graph. (b) Output 

velocity, X-axis. 

Compensated Experimental Control Loop 

Complex electromechanical systems are often operated under PID control. 

Among the drawbacks of simple PID control is the fact that such controllers are affected 

by noise, which in turn affects stability and more important accuracy in position control 

systems. This aspect is evident in the graphs in Figure 6.25, which correspond to the 

controller output voltage for both X- and Y-axes of the non-compensated system 
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presented in the previous section. As seen, the controllers output signals change rapidly 

from negative to positive and reach saturation easily (saturation occurs at ±12.24 V).  

 

(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.25: Controller output voltage for non-compensated system, with Vin,max = 12.24 V (experimental 

results of non-compensated system are shown in Figure 6.24). (a) Controller output for X-axis. (b) 

Controller output for Y-axis. 

In order to increase noise rejection and improve system performance a Lead-Lag 

compensator is introduced into the control scheme, as shown in Figure 6.26. Lead-Lag 

compensators are commonly used to improve transient response, steady-state response 

and stability in control systems [95]. Although the response of such compensators is 

known to be worse than common PID, as it sometimes decreases control system 

bandwidth, this is less relevant in vision-based control systems given that these systems 
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are already slow and their performance is not always measured according to a bandwidth 

criterion [52]. 

 

 

Figure 6.26: Single-axis control system scheme compensated through a Lead-Lag compensator, LL. 

The design process of a Lead-Lag compensator initiates with the calculation of 

the lead portion, which is intended to improve the transient response so that certain 

performance parameters are met. Then, the steady-state error is addressed and improved 

through the design of the lag portion, which yields an increase in the steady-state gain. It 

is important to remember at this point that the focus of the vision-aided control system, 

operated through MTP, is resolution and not necessarily high-speed tracking. Therefore, 

the design criterion of the Lead-Lag compensator in the current application is focused on 

rejecting noise and adding stability to the final control scheme. The steady-state error and 

the transient response are addressed through regular PID control action. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.27: FFT of the signals shown in Figure 6.25. (a) FFT of controller output voltage shown in Figure 

6.25 (a). (b) FFT of controller output voltage shown in Figure 6.25 (b).  

Figure 6.27 shows the Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) of the controller output 

signals shown in Figure 6.25, recorded for the non-compensated system when following 

the hysteresis path plan. Both graphs present similar frequency content, with main 

frequencies around 475 Hz, 60 Hz and between 0 and 10 Hz. In an effort to aggressively 

minimize the effects of noise, the compensator (the same compensator is applied to both 

axes) is designed such that frequencies below 2.5 Hz are attenuated. The compensator in 

this case acts as a low-pass filter, and the cutoff frequency is set to approximately 0.5 Hz 

(3.14 rad/sec). The transfer function of the experimental compensator is (note that 

11 3.005
3.14

E ) 
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The bode plot in Figure 6.28 demonstrates the response of the compensator in the 

frequency domain. As desired, the magnitude decays -3 dB at around 3 rad/sec. Since 

9.98E
-4

 < 3.005E
-1

 and as seen in the phase plot, the compensator adds phase lag to the 

system. In the actual control thread, running in dedicated LABVIEW hardware, the 

equivalent Lead-Lag compensator gains are: gain = 1, lag time = 0.005 min, lead time = 0 

min. 

 

 

Figure 6.28: Lead-Lag compensator bode plot. 

The X, Y vs. time graphs in Figure 6.29 show a clear improvement in the 

smoothness of the output motion through a compensation of the controller output signal. 

Let it be observed, also in the X, Y vs. time graphs, that it takes the compensated system 
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approximately double the time (approximately 36 seconds) to complete the path plan, 

compared to the non-compensated servo loop (approximately 18 seconds). This is due to 

an increase in the derivative gain (for both axes), from Td = 0.007 min in the stock system 

to Td = 0.05 min in the compensated one. Simulation results revealed a need to penalize 

output velocity, in order to obtain smooth velocity curves. However, velocity was 

difficult to control as an increase in the derivative action (i.e. increasing the penalty on 

output velocity) also meant an increased in noise levels. The Lead-Lag compensator 

allows higher control over output velocity through higher derivative gains, while 

reducing the effects of noise on the output displacement.  

The experimental update frequency of the target on the LCD, in this case, is the 

same as the one for the stock system test; this is fT.P. = 0.572785 Hz. The average vision 

block feedback frequency is found to have a value of fV.B. = 0.869087 Hz; hence 

. .
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(a) (b) 

Figure 6.29: Comparison of output motion for the non-compensated and compensated systems, when 

operating the stage through MTP and using the hybrid command issuing protocol. X, Y- axes vs. time plot 

and in-plane displacement plot: (a) non-compensated system (see controller gains in Figure 6.24), (b) servo 

system compensated through Lead-Lag compensator. PID gains of compensated system (same for both 

axes): P = 5, Ti = 0.01min, Td = 0.05 min. Lead-Lag compensator gains (same for both axes): gain = 1, lag 

time = 0.005 min, lead time = 0 min).  

The result in Figure 6.30 (a) shows the actual displacement of the stage on the XY-

plane (same as the one shown in Figure 6.29 (b), bottom) plotted on top of the desired 

hysteresis path. The highlighted rectangle in the top left corner in Figure 6.30 (a) 

indicates the presence of accuracy errors on the output motion on the order of 

approximately 25 µm, in areas where both axes move along a straight line. The largest 

error in the output planar motion is highlighted by the second rectangle in the bottom 

right corner, showing a deviation of approximately 40 µm in the Y-axis and a little less 
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than 100 µm in the X-axis. These errors are associated with the correcting factor (see 

Figure 6.1), d , which is assumed to be constant in-between updates from the camera 

feedback signal.  

The un-modeled error between the actual servo (plant) and its corresponding 

mathematical model was defined in Chapter Five as di. This variable was replaced at the 

beginning of the present chapter by d , as it is the relative position of the stage with 

respect to the camera frame, ix , and not the absolute position of the stage, xi, the one 

being modeled and tracked over time. Ideally, the control system should see a feedback 

signal i is x , which would provide accurate information about the relative position of 

the stage for all 0i . For the current experimental case of the single CAM- single 

image processing-thread, the feedback signal has the form 
 1

ˆ ˆ
i i N k

s x d


  , where 

     1 1 1
ˆ

N k N k N k
d x x

  
   for 0N  and   , 1i Nk N k  . The vision block was 

assumed to operate at constant frequency in Chapter Five, providing information about 

the position of the stage only every k samples (k = constant). Then, the error between the 

ideal and actual feedback signals can be defined as  

 
ˆ

i i ie s s    (6.16)  

   1
ˆ

i i i N k
e x x d


  

 (6.17) 

  1i i N k
e d d


 

 (6.18) 

Discrepancies between the ideal and actual feedback signals in model-aided 

vision-based control, given by (6.18), are responsible for inaccuracies in the output 
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displacement of the stage shown in Figure 6.30 (a). It is important to stress that even if 

the vision block was capable of operating at the controller’s frequency (k = 1), i.e. 

without intermittencies, the error between the ideal and actual feedback signals would 

still be different from zero due to the processing delay. In such case, ( 1)i i Ne d d    for  

 , 1i N N   and 0N . Error ie  would only be zero if no intermittencies and no 

delays were present in the vision block feedback signal; in such case, however, no 

modeling would be required. This is another fundamental limitation associated with 

delays and intermittencies in single CAM- single processing thread-visual servoing. 

Finally, the graph in Figure 6.30 (b) shows the positive effects of the Lead-Lag 

compensator allowing an increase in the controller’s derivative gain, and resulting in an 

approximately continuous output velocity pattern. 
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(a) 
 

(b) 
 

Figure 6.30: Experimental results of the compensated system, where the controller runs at 1 kHz, and the 

vision block provides feedback signals at 0.869087   Hz. PID gains (same for both axes): P = 5, T i = 

0.01min, Td = 0.05 min. Lead-Lag compensator gains (same for both axes): gain = 1, lag time = 0.005 min, 

lead time = 0 min. (a) Desired and experimental in-plane motion plotted on same graph. (b) Output 

velocity, X-axis. 
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Concluding Remarks 

Two command generation protocols have been presented for implementation of 

MTP in real-time control applications. Command issuing resolutions are no longer 

dependent upon the size of the smallest element of the grid/display being imaged, and 

therefore can be determined in accordance with the sensor’s resolution. Adequate 

command issuing through the proposed methods requires synchronization between the 

host- and control-threads. Two conditions for achieving smooth output motion in the 

vision-based control system are identified: 1. The ratio between the frequency at which 

the imaged is displaced on the LCD and the frequency at which the vision block is 

capable of providing feedback information, should be approximately 1 ( . .

. .

1T P

V B

f
f

 ); 2. 

Velocity of the output motion must be regulated to avoid intermittent output motion. If 

the frequency of the vision block increases in condition one, this implies that the 

frequency at which the target is displaced on the LCD, and therefore the command 

issuing frequency, increases as well. As such, less velocity regulation (condition 2) must 

be enforced. Hence, conditions 1 and 2 are correlated through fV.B., which represents a 

performance dependence of vision-aided control systems on computational efficiency, 

including both hardware as well as software capabilities. As the frequency of the vision 

block approaches the controller’s frequency, motion commands can be issued at faster 

rates and less velocity regulation is required. This highlights a bandwidth limitation of 

common vision-aided control applications; the use of multi-threaded dedicated hardware 
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equipment, together with high speed cameras running on high memory-bandwidth 

networks can help increase visual feedback rates, and improve performance levels. 

Experimental results also confirm that appropriate operation of the model-aided 

visual servo loop relies highly on accurate modeling of the system dynamics. In 

particular, the case study of the single CAM- single image processing thread-

configuration, when operating at low speeds the plant is subject to high friction 

coefficients. If no adequate friction modeling or friction compensation is performed when 

operating at low speeds, the control system can enter an infinite processing loop where 

the tool remains stationary and only the model states are modified by the controller.  

Finally, the overall best achievable resolution for in-plane closed-loop positioning 

of the stage is found to be on the order of 100 µm (approximately). Analysis and 

experimental results expose a fundamental drawback in model-aided vision-based servo 

mechanisms when applied to high-resolution position control under the proposed 

conditions. Namely, the control feedback signal is not generated based upon current 

sensed data, but is approximated through modeling and old sensed data. Though this 

approximation would certainly be considered acceptable for macro-positioning 

applications, some micro- and, even more so, nano-positioning systems might require 

additional elements to aid in achieving the desired resolution levels. For such micro- and 

nano-scale systems a combination of common high-resolution sensors and vision-based 

control is suggested. The appeal and need for high-resolution imaging-based positioning 

systems, however, still remains due to the direct-sensing nature of its transducers, which 
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eliminates the need for common error compensation and calibration techniques in NC 

machines.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSIONS 

Final Remarks  

The concept of a new three dimensional position feedback system using a digital 

camera aimed at an actively modulated image on an LCD screen with application to 

position control in NC machines was investigated and developed. Implementation was 

carried out on an XYθZ stage. The research work required an in-depth study and 

modeling of the camera dynamics and the stage dynamics, for optimal integration of 

these two components in a robust closed-loop control system. A mathematical 

representation of the image acquisition process was established based on a perspective 

projection model when using a thin lens. Given some a-priori information, the position of 

a known target on the display was determined with high accuracy through two new image 

processing algorithms. The first method was based on the detection of a cross-hairs 

represented by the intersection of two high-intensity lines over low-intensity background. 

The effects of noise were minimized by using a Newton-Raphson optimization technique 

to find the best two perpendicular lines that fitted the acquired data. Finally the 

intersection and orientation of the lines were calculated and correlated to the position of 

the tool for displacement and orientation measurement in the XY-plane. Experimental 

results showed that, although the pixel size of the display was close to 300x300µm, the 

procedure was able to reliably detect stage motions as small as 2.5 µm. A checkered 

pattern was introduced in the second method to define the object of interest. Two lines in 

the checkered pattern, forming again a cross-hairs, were in this case represented by the 
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edges in the digital image. Fine-edge location was carried out through the calculation of 

best-fit 2D Gaussian curves around the peaks on the gradient image. The means of the 

best-fit Gaussian functions in the gradient image were taken as the fine location of the 

edges in the original image. Once all points along the edges were determined with sub-

pixel resolution, these points were split into two data sets associated to two perpendicular 

lines, and constrained curve fitting was once again applied to these sets to define the 

target location in the CCD plane.  

The physical characteristics of the LCD pixels indicated that different color 

topologies could be used for finer representation of the target on the display. At the same 

time, the actual LCD pixel presented one of the barriers that needed to be overcome for 

implementation. Namely, commanding displacements on the order of 2.5 µm through a 

target image that could only be displaced on the LCD frame by increments of at least 100 

times that value. Two new command generation protocols were developed to make full 

use of the direct sensing capabilities of the vision sensor, and still achieve command-

resolutions of less than 1/100th of the pixel size on the display. Functionality of the 

command protocols required synchronization between the host thread, in charge of 

generating and displaying the target on the LCD, and the control thread, where the 

model-based PID control loop was run. Synchronization was achieved by appropriately 

updating the initial conditions of the MIMO plant-model as well as the control system set 

point, based on the known displacement of the target image on the display. 

The integrated vision-based control loop presented time delays and 

intermittencies in the feedback signal, which clearly affected stability and performance of 
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the overall system. A Smith predictor topology was studied in order to address these 

issues. Both analytical and practical details about the functionality of the Smith predictor 

scheme in visual servo-mechanisms were explained. By isolating and analyzing the 

discontinuities and delays, it was possible to clarify ambiguities about real 

implementation of the multi-rate system. Finally, the requirements for stability during 

intermittent updates of the vision-feedback signal were presented. 

The direct sensing nature of the control system introduced here implies that error 

compensation is no longer conducted outside the control loop. Geometric errors of the 

machine are detected by the sensor and are therefore compensated through control action. 

The need for complex kinematic models and high costs associated with error mapping 

and calibration procedures are highly reduced through the new configuration. Successful 

results in this work should serve in the design of true closed-loop motion control systems 

for simultaneous axis positioning of manufacturing equipment. 

Though sensor resolutions smaller than 2.5 µm were obtained through adequate 

signal processing, the actual position control resolution for a predefined trajectory was 

found to be on the order of 100 µm (approximately). The gap between these two 

resolution values is attributed to inaccuracies in the real-time estimation of the feedback 

signal, based upon modeling and old sensed data; such estimation is needed to 

compensate for time delays and intermittencies in the vision block output signal. In this 

sense, performance levels in vision based control rely highly on a combination of 

efficient signal processing algorithms, as well as the development of more powerful real-

time hardware.   
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Broader impacts of this research include: intelligent pattern generation for 

ultrafine position control; fundamental advancements in accuracy and direct control of 

multi-degree-of-freedom manufacturing equipment through visual detection of dynamic 

elements on a display; and the architecture of a new class of model-aided vision-based 

positioning systems with disparate update rates. 

Original Contributions 

The original contributions resulting at the end of this research work are [96-100]: 

 A new position control configuration and command generation platform with 

application to machine tools.  

 A new three dimensional absolute positioning sensor using off-the-shelf LCD 

monitor and CCD digital camera. The LCD was studied as a pixelated grid 

imaged by the camera, with the latter providing both in-plane position and 

orientation information of its relative location with respect to the former.  

 A new approach for managing geometric errors, present in common machine tools 

due to inaccuracies in the construction of its individual parts. This was 

accomplished by direct sensing the position of the tool. Calibration procedures 

were thereby minimized and the dependence on kinematic models in a three 

dimensional working environment was eliminated. 

 Two high resolution image processing methods for in-plane absolute positioning 

were presented. These methods, based on edge detection and continuous intensity 

pattern identification, utilize optimization techniques to increase signal-to-noise 
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ratio (SNR) and were used to perform high resolution measurements of an 

actively control target.  

 Two new command generation protocols were introduced. Based on a desired 

path plan, the required reference signal to the control system and the 2D 

coordinates of the target image on the display, were generated following a well-

defined set of constraints to guarantee the desired final motion.   

Future Research 

As stated in Chapter Four one of the biggest limitations of the signal processing 

algorithms in the present work are due to distortion and other physical errors associated 

with the optical elements of the vision system. An appropriate camera calibration 

procedure is suggested to be applied to the image acquisition process to decrease 

uncertainty in the measurements. Calibration of the actual physical dimensions of the 

LCD pixel and the uniformity of their pixel spacing is also required to establish the actual 

positioning accuracy of the system. 

As it is known, a common LCD screen has refresh rates in the range of 50-100 

Hz, while most digital cameras can only capture images in the range of 20-100 FPS. 

These rates are several orders of magnitude smaller than the processing rates of a 

common PID controller (normally in the order of KHz). The use of multi-threaded 

dedicated hardware equipment, together with high speed cameras running on high 

memory-bandwidth networks can certainly mitigate some of the problems encountered in 
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visual-aided applications and can help increase accuracy levels when these are used for 

position control. 

From a theoretical point of view, the derivation of an analytical proof for stability 

of the multi-rate control loop considering the slower time-loop Nk (for N=1,2,3...) in 

Figure 5.10, where the transition of i should be analyzed from   , 1i Nk N k   to 

    1 , 2i N k N k   , is recommended.  
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Appendix A 

Focal Length of a Camera with a Thin Lens 

The formula commonly used to calculate the experimental focal length of a 

camera is derived next. The analysis is based on a paraxial approximation when dealing 

with a thin lens.  

 

 

Figure A.1: The thin lens. 

For the thin lens in Figure A.1, the following relationships hold 
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From (A2) and (A3) it is clear that 
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Inserting (A.4) into (A.1) and isolating OF yields 

 
'

'

AC OD
OF

AC DC



 

(A.5)
 

Now if AC’ = CCD Width, OD = Working Distance (or Z in the pinhole camera 

model), DC = Object Width and OF = f then the previous equation can be written as 

 

*Working Distance CCD Width
f

Object Width CCD Width



 (A.6) 

where all units are in mm. Equation (A.6) is commonly used to determine the 

experimental focal length of a vision system. 
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Appendix B 

Image Processing - MTP Method 1: C/C++ Code 

The image processing code was originally programmed in C++ using a specific 

image processing library. The code was later modified to regular C code, such that no 

dedicated library was required, and in order for it to be integrated within the vision thread 

in a LABVIEW programming environment. The integration was accomplished through 

the Formula Node VI available in the programming module of the LABVIEW 8.6 

functions palette. The Formula Node VI allows the insertion of text-based C code into 

LABVIEW. Figure B.1 shows the Formula Node VI, where the C code is run within the 

vision application (thread). The complete integrated code can be found in appendix D. 

Here, only the text-based code is presented, preceded by a brief description of the input 

and output variables (see input and output variables to the left and right margins of the 

Formula Node VI in Figure B.1) of the Formula Node VI.      
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Figure B.1: Formula Node VI. 

Input Variables 

Variables line1_x, line1_y, line2_x and line2_y in Table B.1 can be 

defined inside the code and not as inputs, as they do not really provide input data to the 

code. The reason for them to be classified as inputs is related to a convenience factor that 

simplifies the interaction between the text code (C code) and the graphical code in 

LABVIEW programming environment. Variables line1_x, line1_y, line2_x and 

line2_y are used to store the coordinates of the experimental data points utilized in the 

constrained curve fitting procedure to determine the location of the target on the digital 

image with high resolution. 
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Table B.1: Input variables to the Formula Node VI. 

Name Type Description 

delta_r integer 

Variable used to specify the radius of the virtual circle that encloses the 

intersection of the cross-hairs target; pixels inside this circle are only 

considered for the calculation of the optical magnification through the 

reference elements. 

Bool_ref 
binary/ 

boolean 

Variable used as an on/off switch to determine whether or not the 

optical magnification must be calculated. The calculation of the optical 

magnification requires a single iteration of the code. Once known, the 

procedure for calculating the optical magnification can be turned off to 

increase processing speeds. 

X integer Specifies the horizontal size of the image to be processed. 

Y integer Specifies the vertical size of the image to be processed. 

image 
[Y][X] 

integer matrix 

Digital image. 

line1_x 

[arbitrary size, 

e.g.1500] floating 

point array 

Empty array that, after the entire code is run, contains the floating point 

x-coordinates of all the points in the digital image that are associated 

with the first line of the cross-hairs target. Floating point precision is 

achieved through the centroid calculation explained in Method 1, step 1, 

in Chapter Four. 

line1_y 

[arbitrary size, 

e.g.1500] floating 

point array 

Empty array that, after the entire code is run, contains the floating point 

y-coordinates of all the points in the digital image that are associated 

with the first line of the cross-hairs target. 

line2_x 

[arbitrary size, 

e.g.1500] floating 

point array 

Same as line1_x but for the second line. 

line2_y 

[arbitrary size, 

e.g.1500] floating 

point array 

Same as line1_y but for the second line. 

 

Output Variables 

Once the C code inside the Formula Node VI is executed, at the end of one 

iteration, the output variables contain the results from steps 1 and 2 (fine point location 

and constrained curve fitting) of MTP Method 1, and only part of the results from step 3. 

The output variables A_hat and Y_hat correspond to matrix B and vector w, 

respectively, in  
1

  T Tv B B B w  (equation (4.36)). Equation (4.36) is solved outside 

the Formula Node VI through regular LABVIEW functions.  
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Table B. 2: Output Variables of the Formula Node VI. 

Name Type Description 

inters_ 

estim_x 
integer 

Initial x-coordinate estimate of cross-hairs intersection. This 

value is calculated at the beginning of the routine and is only 

required within the Formula Node VI for other calculations. 

inters_ 

estim_y 
integer 

Initial y-coordinate estimate of cross-hairs intersection. This 

value is only required within the Formula Node VI for other 

calculations. 

unconst_ 

intersec_x 
float 

Cross-hairs x-coordinate obtained through unconstrained curve 

fitting applied to the points in lines 1 and 2.  

unconst_ 

intersec_y 
float 

Cross-hairs y-coordinate obtained through unconstrained curve 

fitting applied to the points in lines 1 and 2. 

intersec_x float 
Cross-hairs x-coordinate obtained through curve fitting applied to 

the points in lines 1 and 2, under a perpendicular constraint.  

intersec_y float 
Cross-hairs y-coordinate obtained through curve fitting applied to 

the points in lines 1 and 2, under a perpendicular constraint. 

line1_x 
[arbitrary size] 

floating point array 

Array containing the floating point x-coordinates of all the points 

in the digital image that are associated with line 1 of the cross-

hairs target.  

line1_y 
[arbitrary size] 

floating point array 

Array containing the floating point y-coordinates of all the points 

in the digital image that are associated with line 1 of the cross-

hairs target. 

line2_x 
[arbitrary size] 

floating point array 
Same as line1_x but for line 2. 

line2_y 
[arbitrary size] 

floating point array 
Same as line1_y but for line 2. 

bool_error binary/boolean 

Boolean variable indicates whether or not the initial estimate of 

the cross-hairs target position (i.e. inters_estim_x and 

inters_estim_y) was successfully calculated at the 

beginning of the routine. 

bool_grad_H binary/boolean 

Auxiliary variable indicates whether or not convergence in the 

Newton-Raphson iterative method was achieved at the end of 

one iteration. 

N1 integer Number of total points collected for line 1. 

N2 integer Number of total points collected for line 2. 

A_hat 
[4,2] floating point 

matrix 

Matrix B in equation (4.36). 

Y_hat 
[4] floating point 

array 

Vector w in equation (4.36). 

beta float 
Used to define relative target orientation, Z , through 

 1tanZ beta   
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C Code 

Let it be observed that in some cases the syntax for defining variables in the 

LABVIEW Formula Node VI does not exactly coincide with the syntax used in regular C 

code. For instance, the definition of a floating point variable in C is performed through 

the embedded operators float or double, depending on the required precision. In the 

Formula Node VI floating point variables are defined through the operators float, 

float32 and float64. Similar modifications might be required for other variable 

definitions if the following code is to be edited and run in a C/C++ compiler. 

 

 
1. target_detect.c – Program use to detect the cross-hairs target in the digital image 

2. through a Newton-Raphson iterative approach.  

3. Copyright (C) <2011> Carlos A. Montes-Solano carlosm@g.clemson.edu 

4.  

5. This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify 

6. it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by 

7. the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or 

8. (at your option) any later version. 

9.  

10. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, 
11. but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of 
12. MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the 
13. GNU General Public License for more details. 
14.  
15. You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License 
16. along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>. 
17.  
18.  
19.  
20. int counter, N1=0, N2=0;  /* line1 and line2 have N1 and N2 elements, 

respectively. i.e. line1[0] -> line1[N1-1] */  

21. int x_crd, y_crd, current_eucl_dist, aux_int, x_offset; 
22. int proximity_thrs=25, abs_zero=20, grad_thrs=100;  
23. float64 Num=0, Den=0, sumx_1, sumy_1, sumxy_1, sumx2_1, sumx_2, sumy_2, sumxy_2, 

sumx2_2; 

24. float64 ref_x1, ref_x2, ref_y1, ref_y2, intersec_x, intersec_y; 
25. float64 unconst_intersec_x, unconst_intersec_y; 
26. float64 slope_1, slope_2, ref_slope1, ref_slope2, beta; 
27. float32 b1, b2; 
28. int  inters_estim_x, inters_estim_y; 
29.  
30. float32 ref_PMAG_x[4], ref_PMAG_y[4]; 
31. float32 ref_PMAG_Num_x[4], ref_PMAG_Num_y[4], ref_PMAG_Den_x[4], ref_PMAG_Den_y[4];  

32. float64 line1_eq[2], line2_eq[2];  
33. /* boolean variables */ 
34. int bool_pass_intersect, bool_horizontal, bool_vertical, bool_grad_H, bool_grad_V; 
35. int test_intesect=1, bool_error=0; 
36. int cal_intersect_estimate_only_once=0; 
37.  
38. float32 A_hat[4][2], Y_hat[4][1]; 
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39. Y_hat[0][0]=-6*294; 
40. Y_hat[1][0]=-8*294; 
41. Y_hat[2][0]=0; 
42. Y_hat[3][0]=0; 
43. A_hat[0][1]=0; 
44. A_hat[1][1]=0; 
45. A_hat[2][1]=-7; 
46. A_hat[3][1]=-7; 
47.  
48. for (aux_int=0; aux_int!=4; aux_int++) { 
49.  
50. ref_PMAG_x[aux_int]=0; 
51. ref_PMAG_y[aux_int]=0; 
52. ref_PMAG_Num_x[aux_int]=0; 
53. ref_PMAG_Num_y[aux_int]=0; 
54. ref_PMAG_Den_x[aux_int]=0; 
55. ref_PMAG_Den_y[aux_int]=0; 
56. } 
57.  
58. N1=0; 
59. N2=0; 
60. counter=0; 
61. bool_pass_intersect=0; 
62. test_intesect=1; 
63. cal_intersect_estimate_only_once=0; 
64. beta=1; 
65.  
66. for(counter=0; counter!=X*Y; counter++) { 
67. x_crd=counter%X; 
68. y_crd=counter/X; 
69.  
70. if(N1==10) { 
71. beta=(line1_x[N1-1]-line1_x[0])/(line1_y[N1-1]-line1_y[0]); 
72. } 
73.  
74. /* Calculating an estimate value of the intersection using initial points */ 
75. if(N1>=20 && cal_intersect_estimate_only_once==0) { 
76. if(abs(beta)>=0.27) { 
77. if(N1>10 && N2>10) 
78. current_eucl_dist=abs(line1_x[N1-1]-line2_x[N2-1])+abs(line1_y[N1-1]-line2_y[N2-1]); 
79. else 
80. current_eucl_dist=proximity_thrs+1; 
81. if(current_eucl_dist<proximity_thrs || N2>=15) { 
82. slope_1=(line1_y[N1-1]-line1_y[0])/(line1_x[N1-1]-line1_x[0]); 
83. b1=line1_y[N1-1]-line1_x[N1-1]*slope_1; 
84. slope_2=(line2_y[N2-1]-line2_y[0])/(line2_x[N2-1]-line2_x[0]); 
85. b2=line2_y[N2-1]-line2_x[N2-1]*slope_2; 
86. inters_estim_x=(b2-b1)/(slope_1-slope_2); 
87. inters_estim_y=slope_1*inters_estim_x+b1; 
88. cal_intersect_estimate_only_once=1; 
89. } 
90. } /* end of if(fabs(beta)>=0.467) */ 
91. else { 
92. if (abs(beta)<0.09) {  
93. if(line1_x[N1-1]>X-line1_x[N1-1]) 
94. x_offset=-50; 
95. else 
96. x_offset=50; 
97. }  
98. else { 
99. if (beta<0) { 
100. if (X-line1_x[N1-1]<52) 

101. x_offset=X-line1_x[N1-1]-3; 

102. else 

103. x_offset=50; 

104. } 

105. else { 
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106. if (line1_x[N1-1]<52) 

107. x_offset=-line1_x[N1-1]+2; 

108. else 

109. x_offset=-50; 

110. } 

111. } 

112. bool_grad_H=1;   /* bool_grad_H is used as an auxiliary variable here */ 

113. aux_int=line1_y[N1-1]; 

114. while (bool_grad_H==1 && aux_int<Y-2) { 

115. aux_int=aux_int+2; 

116. current_eucl_dist=line1_x[N1-1]; 

117. if(image[aux_int][current_eucl_dist+x_offset]>=grad_thrs) { 

118. bool_grad_H=0; 

119. } 

120. } /* end of while */ 

121. if(bool_grad_H==0) { 

122. if (abs(beta)<0.05) {  

123. inters_estim_x=line1_x[N1-1]; 

124. inters_estim_y=aux_int+2;  /* use aux_int+2 to improve approximation */ 

125. } 

126. else { 

127. slope_1=(line1_y[N1-1]-line1_y[0])/(line1_x[N1-1]-line1_x[0]); 

128. b1=line1_y[N1-1]-line1_x[N1-1]*slope_1; 

129. slope_2=-1/slope_1; 

130. b2=aux_int+2-(current_eucl_dist+x_offset)*slope_2; 

131. inters_estim_x=(b2-b1)/(slope_1-slope_2); 

132. inters_estim_y=slope_1*inters_estim_x+b1; 

133. } 

134. cal_intersect_estimate_only_once=1; 

135. } 

136. Else 

137. bool_error=1; 

138. } /* end of else */    

139. } /* end of if(N1>30) */ 

140. /*======================= End of estimation process =============================*/ 

141.  

142. bool_pass_intersect=0; 

143. if(cal_intersect_estimate_only_once==1 && abs(y_crd-inters_estim_y)<70 && 

abs(x_crd-inters_estim_x)<70) {  

144. if(abs(inters_estim_x-x_crd)+abs(inters_estim_y-y_crd)<proximity_thrs+70) {   

145. if(test_intesect==1){ 

146. /* Determining reference angle */ 

147. if(abs(beta)>=0.177) { 

148. ref_x1=line1_x[N1-1]; 

149. ref_y1=line1_y[N1-1]; 

150. ref_x2=line2_x[N2-1]; 

151. ref_y2=line2_y[N2-1]; 

152. ref_slope1=(line1_y[N1-1]-line1_y[0])/(line1_x[N1-1]-line1_x[0]); 

153. ref_slope2=(line2_y[N2-1]-line2_y[0])/(line2_x[N2-1]-line2_x[0]); 

154. } 

155. test_intesect=0; 

156. } 

157. b1=inters_estim_x-x_crd; 

158. b2=inters_estim_y-y_crd; 

159. sumx_1=(b1*b1)+(b2*b2); 

160. current_eucl_dist=pow(sumx_1,0.5); 

161. bool_pass_intersect=1; 

162. if(current_eucl_dist<proximity_thrs+delta_r) {  

163. bool_horizontal=0; 

164. if (current_eucl_dist>proximity_thrs && image[y_crd][x_crd]>200 && 

Bool_Ref==1) {  

165. if (abs(beta)>=0.177) { 

166. b1=inters_estim_y-ref_slope1*inters_estim_x; 

167. b2=inters_estim_y-ref_slope2*inters_estim_x; 

168. if(abs(y_crd-(ref_slope1*x_crd+b1))>2*proximity_thrs/3 && abs(y_crd-

(ref_slope2*x_crd+b2))>2*proximity_thrs/3 && abs(x_crd-(y_crd-
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b1)/ref_slope1)>2*proximity_thrs/3 && abs(x_crd-(y_crd-

b2)/ref_slope2)>2*proximity_thrs/3) 

169. bool_horizontal=1; 

170. /* end of if (fabs(beta)>=0.177) */ 

171. else { 

172. if(abs(inters_estim_x-x_crd)>2*proximity_thrs/3 && abs(inters_estim_y-

y_crd)>2*proximity_thrs/3) 

173. bool_horizontal=1; 

174. } /* end of else */ 

175.  

176. /* Calculate reference elements */ 

177. if (bool_horizontal==1) {        

178.  

179. if(ref_PMAG_x[0]==0 || (abs(x_crd-ref_PMAG_x[0])+abs(y_crd-

ref_PMAG_y[0])<proximity_thrs)) { 

180. if(ref_PMAG_x[0]==0) { 

181. ref_PMAG_x[0]=x_crd; 

182. ref_PMAG_y[0]=y_crd; 

183. } 

184.  

185. ref_PMAG_Num_x[0]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*x_crd; 

186. ref_PMAG_Num_y[0]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*y_crd; 

187. } 

188. else if(ref_PMAG_x[1]==0 || (abs(x_crd-ref_PMAG_x[1])+abs(y_crd-

ref_PMAG_y[1])<proximity_thrs)) { 

189. if(ref_PMAG_x[1]==0) { 

190. ref_PMAG_x[1]=x_crd; 

191. ref_PMAG_y[1]=y_crd; 

192. } 

193.  

194. ref_PMAG_Num_x[1]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*x_crd; 

195. ref_PMAG_Num_y[1]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*y_crd; 

196. } 

197. else if(ref_PMAG_x[2]==0 || (abs(x_crd-ref_PMAG_x[2])+abs(y_crd-

ref_PMAG_y[2])<proximity_thrs)) { 

198. if(ref_PMAG_x[2]==0) { 

199. ref_PMAG_x[2]=x_crd; 

200. ref_PMAG_y[2]=y_crd; 

201. } 

202.  

203. ref_PMAG_Num_x[2]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*x_crd; 

204. ref_PMAG_Num_y[2]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*y_crd; 

205. } 

206. else if(ref_PMAG_x[3]==0 || (abs(x_crd-ref_PMAG_x[3])+abs(y_crd-

ref_PMAG_y[3])<proximity_thrs)) { 

207. if(ref_PMAG_x[3]==0) { 

208. ref_PMAG_x[3]=x_crd; 

209. ref_PMAG_y[3]=y_crd; 

210. } 

211. ref_PMAG_Num_x[3]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*x_crd; 

212. ref_PMAG_Num_y[3]+=image[y_crd][x_crd]*y_crd; 

213. } 

214.  

215. } /* end of reference elements' calculation */ 

216. } /* end of if (current_eucl_dist>proximity_thrs && *p==255) */ 

217.  

218. x_crd=0; /* By setting the coordinates of the current pixel to zero, the pixel is 

disregarded by the rest of the code */ 

219. y_crd=0; 

220.  

221. } /* end of if(current_eucl_dist<proximity_thrs+25) */ 

222. } 

223. } /* end of if(cal_intersect_estimate_only_once) */ 

224.  

225.  

226. /* Determining the type of transition: horizontal or vertical */ 

227. bool_horizontal=0; 
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228. bool_vertical=0; 

229. bool_grad_H=0; 

230. bool_grad_V=0; 

231. if (x_crd<X-2 && x_crd>2 && y_crd<Y-2 && y_crd>2) { 

232. if (image[y_crd][x_crd]<abs_zero && image[y_crd][x_crd+1]>abs_zero && 

image[y_crd][x_crd+2]>abs_zero) { 

233. aux_int=4; 

234. while (bool_horizontal==0 && x_crd+aux_int<X && aux_int<proximity_thrs+30) { 

235. if(image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int-1]<abs_zero && image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int]<abs_zero 

&& image[y_crd-2][x_crd+aux_int]<abs_zero && image[y_crd+2][x_crd+aux_int]<abs_zero)  

236. bool_horizontal=1; 

237. if(abs(abs_zero-image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int-1])>grad_thrs) 

238. bool_grad_H=1;   

239. aux_int++; 

240. } 

241. } 

242. else if (N1>10 && abs(beta)<0.467 && image[y_crd][x_crd]<abs_zero && 

image[y_crd+1][x_crd]>abs_zero && image[y_crd+2][x_crd]>abs_zero) { 

243. aux_int=4; 

244. while (bool_vertical==0 && y_crd+aux_int<Y && aux_int<proximity_thrs+45) { 

245. if (image[y_crd+aux_int-1][x_crd]<abs_zero && image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd]<abs_zero 

&& image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd-2]<abs_zero && image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd+2]<abs_zero)  

246. bool_vertical=1; 

247. if(abs(abs_zero-image[y_crd+aux_int-1][x_crd])>grad_thrs) 

248. bool_grad_V=1;   

249. aux_int++; 

250. } /* end of while */ 

251. } 

252. } /* end of simultaneous transition analysis */ 

253.  

254.  

255. if (bool_vertical==1 && bool_grad_V==1) { 

256. if(x_crd-5>0 && x_crd+5<X && y_crd+4<Y) { 

257. if (image[y_crd+4][x_crd-5]>abs_zero && image[y_crd+4][x_crd+5]>abs_zero); 

258. else 

259. bool_vertical=0; 

260. } 

261. Else 

262. bool_vertical=0; 

263. } 

264.  

265.  

266. /******************* Calculating the centroid ********************/ 

267. if ((bool_horizontal==1 && bool_grad_H==1) || (bool_vertical==1 && bool_grad_V==1)) 

{ 

268. bool_grad_H=0; 

269. bool_grad_V=0; 

270. Num=0; 

271. Den=0; 

272. aux_int=1; 

273. if (bool_horizontal==1) {   

274. while (x_crd+aux_int<X && image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int]>abs_zero) {   

275.  

276. if (image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int]>abs_zero) { 

277. Num+=image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int]*(x_crd+aux_int); 

278. Den+=image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int]; 

279. } 

280. if(abs(abs_zero-image[y_crd][x_crd+aux_int])>grad_thrs) 

281. bool_grad_H=1;   

282. aux_int++; 

283. } 

284. } 

285. else { 

286. while(y_crd+aux_int<Y && image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd]>abs_zero) { 

287. if (image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd]>abs_zero) { 

288. Num+=image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd]*(y_crd+aux_int); 

289. Den+=image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd]; 
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290. } 

291. if(abs(abs_zero-image[y_crd+aux_int][x_crd])>grad_thrs) 

292. bool_grad_V=1;   

293. aux_int++; 

294. } 

295. } 

296.  

297. if (Num>0 && Den>0 && (bool_grad_H==1 || bool_grad_V==1)) { 

298. if (N1==0) { 

299. line1_x[N1]=Num/Den; 

300. line1_y[N1]=y_crd; 

301. N1++; 

302. } /* end of if */ 

303. else { 

304. if (bool_horizontal==1) { /*intersect_x/y are used temporarily to calculate the 

centroid */ 

305. intersec_x=Num/Den; 

306. intersec_y=y_crd; 

307. } 

308. else { 

309. intersec_x=x_crd; 

310. intersec_y=Num/Den; 

311. } 

312.  

313. if(N1<11) { 

314. if (abs(intersec_x-line1_x[N1-1])+abs(intersec_y-line1_y[N1-1])<2*proximity_thrs) { 

315. line1_x[N1]=intersec_x; 

316. line1_y[N1]=intersec_y; 

317. N1++; 

318. }  

319. else { 

320. line2_x[N2]=intersec_x; 

321. line2_y[N2]=intersec_y; 

322. N2++; 

323. } 

324. } 

325. else if (abs(beta)<0.177) { 

326. if (bool_horizontal==1) { 

327. line1_x[N1]=intersec_x; 

328. line1_y[N1]=intersec_y; 

329. N1++; 

330. } 

331. else { 

332. line2_x[N2]=intersec_x; 

333. line2_y[N2]=intersec_y; 

334. N2++; 

335. } 

336. } 

337. else { 

338. if (N2==0 || bool_pass_intersect==0) { 

339. if (N2==0) { 

340. if (abs(intersec_x-line1_x[N1-1])+abs(intersec_y-line1_y[N1-1])<proximity_thrs) { 

341. line1_x[N1]=intersec_x; 

342. line1_y[N1]=intersec_y; 

343. N1++; 

344. }  

345. else { 

346. line2_x[N2]=intersec_x; 

347. line2_y[N2]=intersec_y; 

348. N2++; 

349. } 

350. } 

351. else if (abs(intersec_x-line1_x[N1-1])+abs(intersec_y-line1_y[N1-

1])<abs(intersec_x-line2_x[N2-1])+abs(intersec_y-line2_y[N2-1])) { 

352. line1_x[N1]=intersec_x; 

353. line1_y[N1]=intersec_y; 

354. N1++; 
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355. } 

356. else { 

357. line2_x[N2]=intersec_x; 

358. line2_y[N2]=intersec_y; 

359. N2++; 

360. }        

361. } /* end of if (N2==10 || bool_pass_intersect==0) */ 

362. else if (bool_pass_intersect==1) { 

363. /* the following if/else statements are used to avoid dividing by very small 

numbers, which leads to erroneous results */ 

364. if (abs(intersec_x-ref_x1)+abs(intersec_y-ref_y1)<proximity_thrs)    

365. slope_1=(intersec_y-line1_y[N1-10])/(intersec_x-line1_x[N1-10]);   

366. else                 

367. slope_1=(intersec_y-ref_y1)/(intersec_x-ref_x1);      

368. if (abs(intersec_x-ref_x2)+abs(intersec_y-ref_y2)<proximity_thrs)    

369. slope_2=(intersec_y-line2_y[N2-10])/(intersec_x-line2_x[N2-10]);   

370. else 

371. slope_2=(intersec_y-ref_y2)/(intersec_x-ref_x2); 

372.  

373. if (abs(ref_slope1-slope_1)<abs(ref_slope2-slope_2)) { 

374. line1_x[N1]=intersec_x; 

375. line1_y[N1]=intersec_y; 

376. N1++; 

377. } 

378. else { 

379. line2_x[N2]=intersec_x; 

380. line2_y[N2]=intersec_y; 

381. N2++; 

382. }          

383. }   

384. } /* end of else */  

385. } /* end of else */ 

386. } /* end of if (Num>0 && Den>0) */ 

387. } /* end of if ((bool_horizontal && bool_grad_H) || (bool_vertical && bool_grad_V)) 

*/ 

388. /********************** End of centroid calculation *****************************/ 

389.  

390. } /* end of for (p=img.Begin()...) */ 

391.  

392.  

393. /*==================== Curve Fitting =====================*/ 

394. sumx_1=0; 

395. sumy_1=0; 

396. sumxy_1=0; 

397. sumx2_1=0; 

398. sumx_2=0; 

399. sumy_2=0; 

400. sumxy_2=0; 

401. sumx2_2=0; 

402. if (N1>N2)  

403. counter=N1; 

404. else 

405. counter=N2; 

406. for(aux_int=0; aux_int<counter; aux_int++) { 

407. if (aux_int<N1) { 

408. sumx_1+=line1_x[aux_int]; 

409. sumy_1+=line1_y[aux_int]; 

410. sumxy_1+=line1_x[aux_int]*line1_y[aux_int]; 

411. sumx2_1+=pow(line1_x[aux_int],2); 

412. } 

413. if (aux_int<N2) { 

414. sumx_2+=line2_x[aux_int]; 

415. sumy_2+=line2_y[aux_int]; 

416. sumxy_2+=line2_x[aux_int]*line2_y[aux_int]; 

417. sumx2_2+=pow(line2_x[aux_int],2); 

418. } 

419. } 
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420. line1_eq[0]=((N1*sumxy_1)-(sumx_1*sumy_1))/((N1*sumx2_1)-pow(sumx_1,2)); 

421. line1_eq[1]=(sumy_1-line1_eq[0]*sumx_1)/N1; 

422. Num=N1*sumxy_1-sumx_1*sumy_1; 

423. beta=1/line1_eq[0]; 

424.  

425. line2_eq[0]=((N2*sumxy_2)-(sumx_2*sumy_2))/((N2*sumx2_2)-pow(sumx_2,2)); 

426. line2_eq[1]=(sumy_2-line2_eq[0]*sumx_2)/N2; 

427. Num=N2*sumxy_2-sumx_2*sumy_2; 

428.  

429. unconst_intersec_x=(line2_eq[1]-line1_eq[1])/(line1_eq[0]-line2_eq[0]); 

430. unconst_intersec_y=line1_eq[0]*unconst_intersec_x+line1_eq[1]; 

431. intersec_x=unconst_intersec_x; 

432. intersec_y=unconst_intersec_y; 

433.  

434.  

435. /* Calculation of reference elements for PMAG estimation */ 

436. ref_PMAG_x[0]=ref_PMAG_Num_x[0]/ref_PMAG_Den_x[0];      

437. ref_PMAG_y[0]=ref_PMAG_Num_y[0]/ref_PMAG_Den_y[0];      

438. ref_PMAG_x[1]=ref_PMAG_Num_x[1]/ref_PMAG_Den_x[1];      

439. ref_PMAG_y[1]=ref_PMAG_Num_y[1]/ref_PMAG_Den_y[1];      

440. ref_PMAG_x[2]=ref_PMAG_Num_x[2]/ref_PMAG_Den_x[2];     

441. ref_PMAG_y[2]=ref_PMAG_Num_y[2]/ref_PMAG_Den_y[2];      

442. ref_PMAG_x[3]=ref_PMAG_Num_x[3]/ref_PMAG_Den_x[3];      

443. ref_PMAG_y[3]=ref_PMAG_Num_y[3]/ref_PMAG_Den_y[3];      

444.  

445.  

446. /* calculating x1 (x1 is the x-coordinate of the first reference pt after being 

rotated (corrected)) */ 

447. b1=cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[0]-sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[0]; 

448. /* calculating x2 */ 

449. b2=cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[1]-sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[1]; 

450. A_hat[0][0]=5.6*(b2-b1);  /* delta_x1 */ 

451.  

452. /* calculating x3 (x1 is the x-coordinate of the first reference pt after being 

rotated (corrected)) */ 

453. b1=cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[2]-sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[2]; 

454. /* calculating x4 */ 

455. b2=cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[3]-sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[3]; 

456. A_hat[1][0]=5.6*(b2-b1);  /* delta_x2 */ 

457.  

458. /* calculating y1 (y1 is the x-coordinate of the first reference pt after being 

rotated (corrected)) */ 

459. b1=sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[0]+cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[0]; 

460. /* calculating y3 */ 

461. b2=sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[2]+cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[2]; 

462. A_hat[2][0]=5.6*(b2-b1);  /* delta_y1 */ 

463.  

464. /* calculating y2 */ 

465. b1=sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[1]+cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[1]; 

466. /* calculating y4 */ 

467. b2=sin(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_x[3]+cos(atan(-line2_eq[0]))*ref_PMAG_y[3]; 

468. A_hat[3][0]=5.6*(b2-b1);  /* delta_y2 */ 

469.  

470.  

471. /*=============== Constrained Curve Fitting (Newton Raphson) ==============*/ 

472.  

473. /**** define: m1(n)=slope_1; 

474. m1(n+1)=slope_2  

475. f(m1)=ref_slope1 

476. f_prime(m1)=ref_slope2  ****/ 

477.  

478. bool_grad_H=0; 

479. float Newton_iteration_thrs=0.0000072; 

480. slope_1=line1_eq[0]; 

481. for(aux_int=0; aux_int<20; aux_int++) { 

482. ref_slope2=sumx2_1-(sumx_1*sumx_1/N1)+(sumxy_2-

sumx_2*sumy_2)*(2/pow(slope_1,3))+(3/pow(slope_1,4))*(sumx2_2-sumx_2*sumx_2/N2); 
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483.  

484. if(ref_slope2==0) { 

485. break; 

486. } 

487. else { 

488. ref_slope1=(sumx_1*sumy_1/N1)-sumxy_1+slope_1*(sumx2_1-

sumx_1*sumx_1/N1)+(1/pow(slope_1,2))*((sumx_2*sumy_2/N2)-

sumxy_2)+(1/pow(slope_1,3))*((sumx_2*sumx_2/N2)-sumx2_2); 

489. slope_2=slope_1-ref_slope1/ref_slope2; 

490. if (aux_int>0 && abs(slope_2-slope_1)>abs(slope_1-intersec_x)) { 

491. slope_1=intersec_x; 

492. break; 

493. } 

494. else if(abs(slope_2-slope_1)<Newton_iteration_thrs*abs(slope_1)) { 

495. bool_grad_H=1; 

496. slope_1=slope_2; 

497. break; 

498. } 

499.  

500. intersec_x=slope_1;   /* m1(n-1) */ 

501. slope_1=slope_2;   /* m1(n) */ 

502. } 

503. } /* end of for */ 

504.  

505. /*================ End of Curve Fitting ==================*/ 

506.  

507. line1_eq[0]=slope_1; 

508. line1_eq[1]=(sumy_1-line1_eq[0]*sumx_1)/N1; 

509.  

510. line2_eq[0]=-1/slope_1; 

511. line2_eq[1]=(sumy_2-line2_eq[0]*sumx_2)/N2; 

512.  

513. intersec_x=(line2_eq[1]-line1_eq[1])/(line1_eq[0]-line2_eq[0]); 

514. intersec_y=line1_eq[0]*intersec_x+line1_eq[1]; 
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Appendix C 

Best Fit Gaussian Estimation through Polynomial Curve Fitting 

The two dimensional Gaussian function is known to have the form 
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with x being the independent variable, mean µx, standard deviation σx and maximum 

amplitude AG. Equation (C.1) can be converted into a second order polynomial through 

the application of the ln() function to both sides of the equation. This yields  
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Equation (C.3) can be expressed as 2

Gy a bx cx    (where  ln Gf y ), which 

implies that 
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The second order polynomial is now used to define a system of n equations 

Gy Λa , where Λ is an n-by-3 Vandermonde matrix and a  is the vector containing the 

unknowns. This is 
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Common least-squares can now be applied to determine parameters a, b and c 

using experimental data. Let a set of experimental data be  ,exp exp
x y , where 

 1 2 3, , ,..., nx x x xexp
x  and  1 2 3, , ,..., ny y y yexp

y . It is desired to find 
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where  ˆ lnexp exp
y y . The solution to (C.6) is known from the regular least-squares 

problem, and has the form 
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 expa Λ Λ Λ y  (C.7) 

Once a  is obtained, the parameters of the best fit Gaussian curve (µx, σx and AG) 

can be calculated through (C.4). 
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Appendix D 

Processing Threads: LABVIEW Code 

Figure D. 1 shows the hardware configuration of the testbed. All three threads are 

enclosed by rectangular boxes. The control thread includes a National Instruments real 

time controller with a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA), two H-Bridge brushed 

DC servo drive modules and one brushless servo drive module. Axes motion is achieved 

through two DC brushed servo motors and one brushless rotary stage utilized in the 

camera mount. Three rotary encoders, one for each servo drive, are used according to the 

control configuration explained in Chapter Six. The entire control application (control 

thread), providing PWM input voltages to all servos, is run inside the controller. 

Controller’s tasks include PID control, Lead-Lag compensation and system dynamics 

modeling.  

Image acquisition and image processing are achieved, in the vision thread, using a 

Firewire camera connected to an NI Compact Vision System. In addition, the vision 

thread includes a megapixel lens. Finally, the components of the host thread are a stand-

alone computer and an external LCD screen. Path planning, in the diagram of Figure D. 1 

is performed off-line; the corresponding data files are loaded into the control- and host-

threads for real-time operation. A detailed list of all hardware components utilized in the 

experimental implementation of MTP is found in Table D. 1. Communication between 

the different processing threads is accomplished through a dedicated Ethernet network. 
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Figure D. 1: Experimental hardware configuration. 

 

All three software applications associated with the three processing threads were 

programmed using the NI LABVIEW graphical programming environment [101]. The 

front panel and corresponding block diagrams developed for all three threads are shown 

in Figure D. 2, Figure D. 3 and Figure D. 4. This code can be downloaded from the 

author’s personal website: http://people.clemson.edu/~128218403. 
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Table D. 1: Hardware components required for MTP experimental implementation. 

Thread Component (Model) Manufacturer 
No. of 

Components 
Description 

Control 

NI 9014 

CompactRIO 

National 

Instruments 
1 

Embedded controller w/ FPGA, 

400 MHz processor, 2 GB nonvolatile 

storage, 128 MB DRAM memory. 

NI 9505 

Module 

National 

Instruments 
2 

Full H-Bridge Brushed DC Servo Drive 

Module 

NI 9514 Module 
National 

Instruments 
1 

C Series Servo Drive Interface with 

Encoder Feedback (Brushless Servo 

Drive) 

1050LT-E1000LD 

Servo Motor 

Aerotech 

[102] 
2 Brush, Rotary DC Servomotors 

1000-Counts 

Rotary Encoder 
Generic 2 1000 counts/rotation Rotary Encoder 

ADRS-100-MA-AS 

 Rotary Stage  
Aerotech 1 

Mechanical-Bearing Rotary Stage w/ 

Brushless Servo Motor 

MXH Multiplier 

Board 
Aerotech 1 

Programmable encoder multiplier with 

real-time encoder quadrature output 

(required for rotary stage encoder 

reading) 

Vision 

NI CVS 1456 
National 

Instruments 
1 

Real-Time Compact Vision System for 

IEEE 1394a Cameras 

DMK 21BF04  

CCD Firewire 

Camera 

The Imaging 

Source 

[103] 

1 

1/4" CCD, progressive scan, resolution 

640 x 480, protocol: DCAM 

1.31, C/CS-mount (WITHOUT lens). 

H0514-MP 

Megapixel C-Mount 

Lens 

Computar 

[104] 
1 

1/2" 5mm f1.4 w/locking Iris & Focus, 

Megapixel (C Mount) 

Host 

Desktop PC N/A 1 N/A 

1907FPt 

External LCD 

Dell 

[105] 
 1 19" LCD Monitor,  VGA /DVI input 
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Figure D. 2: Host thread application: front panel (top) and block diagram (bottom).   
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Figure D. 3: Vision thread application running on real-time GPU (NI CVS): front panel (top) and block 

diagram (bottom). 
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Figure D. 4: Control thread application on real-time controller (NI cRIO): front panel (top) and block 

diagram (bottom). 
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